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INTRODUCTION

Utah Power & Light Company ("Utah Power") and PC /UP&L Merging

Corp. (the "Merged Company") (collectively "Applicants") submit this post-

lication in this case

hearing brief in support of their APP

and the Merged Com-

pany

Power, PacifiCorP ("PacifiCorp Maine")

e entered into an Agreement and Plan of Reorganization and Merger^

pany have The Merg
1987. (App. Ex. 6.1.A.)

("Merger Agreement") dated August 12,

AAgreement provides for the merger of Utah Power and PacifiCorp Maine

er gr

into the Merged Company, a new Oregon corporation, which will be renamed

PacifiCorp contemporaneously with the merger.

Under the terms of the Merger Agreement, Utah Power and

or Maine will cease to exist on the effective date of the merger and

Pacific p

red Company will succeed to all their rights and properties and will

the Me g

s onsible for all their debts, liabilities and obligations. The outstanding

be rep

shares of common and preferred stock of Utah Power and PacifiCorp Maine will

verted into shares of the Merged Company. (App. Ex. 6.1.A at 2-3.)

be con stems of

Following the merger, the power supply and transmission sy

Power and PacifiCorp Maine will be planned for and operated on a "sin-

Utah
Merged Company,

gle utility basis." (APP. Ex- 18.0 at 3.) However, the

siness as "Utah Power & Light Company," will continue to serve Utah

doing bu and the

Power's existing customers within its existing service territory,

M

11 „Pacif-

erged Company, doing business as "Pacific Power & Light Company

er" will continue to serve Pacific Power' s existing customers within its

is Pow )

Ex. 3.0 at 15.)
existing service territory. (APP.

The proposed merger is an extremely significant step for Utah

Power and Pacific Power. Both utilities believe the merger is necessary to



respond to the increasingly competitive environment in which they operate.

Electric utilities are facing increasingly intense competition from traditional

rivals such as oil, wood, gas and other electricity suppliers, as well as from

co-generators, small power producers and a whole host of emerging technolo-

gies, including fuel cells and photovoltaics. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 5.) This

competition is intensified by the power surplus now present in many regions

of the country. Large customers, both retail and wholesale, have more

options and are shopping actively for the best energy deals. As a result,

electric utilities are under mounting pressure to keep prices down and quality

of service up. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 6. )

To succeed in this new environment it is necessary to be price

competitive and increase efficiency and customer service, without sacrificing

the basic responsibility to provide safe and reliable service. (App. Ex. 3.0

at 8.) The evidence is clear that the merger will enable the Applicants to

meet these challenges more effectively, while at the same time providing

substantial benefits to the customers, employees and shareholders of both

utilities, as well as to the states and communities in which they serve.

(App. Ex. 1.0 at 10-11.)

LEGAL STANDARD

Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-28 (1986) provides:

No public utility shall combine, merge nor consoli-

date with another public utility engaged in the same

general line of business in this state, without the

consent and approval of the public utilities commission,

which shall be granted only after investigation and

hearing and finding that such proposed merger, consol-

idation or combination is in the public interest.



The question of what is "in the public interest" was briefed earlier

in the proceedings in this case. The Commission, in its order regarding

"standard of approval for merger," issued November 20, 1987, adopted the

"positive benefits" test as the standard for judging the merits of the pro-

posed merger. With respect to matters over which the Commission has juris-

diction, the Applicants were given the burden to show that on balance the

merger will be beneficial. The Commission stated that with respect to consid-

erations outside of its normal jurisidiction and enforcement powers, for exam-

ple, the health of the coal mining industry, antitrust effects, et cetera ,

which bear on aspects of the public interest, Applicants have no affirmative

burden to demonstrate benefits or even an absence of harm. In those areas,

the parties advocating the same were given the burden of demonstrating

either some benefit or some substantial harm by reason of the merger.

The Applicants have clearly met the public interest test established

by the Commission. Both Utah Power and Pacific Power are competently

managed, financially sound and technically proficient public utilities with long

records of providing efficient, reliable and adequate service at reasonable

rates . (App. Ex. 3.0 at 19.) After the merger, Utah Power will continue to

provide service, as a separate division of the Merged Company, to its exist-

ing customers within its existing certificated service territories as it has in

the past. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 15.) No party has questioned Utah Power's

continuing ability to provide adequate, efficient and reliable service to its

Utah customers. The balance of the Brief will identify the other substantial

benefits associated with the merger.

-3-
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1.

NON-POWER SUPPLY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM THE MERGER

The testimony is overwhelming that there are major non-power

supply benefits of the merger which neither Company can achieve on a

stand-alone basis. The principal benefits stem from manpower efficiencies,

reduced insurance premiums and other administrative combinations. Manpower

and insurance savings alone surpass $200 million through 1992. (App. Ex.

11.1 at 1, 5.) The Division of Public Utilities ("Division") supported the

substantiality of these benefits. (DPU Ex. 1.0 at 15-16; 7.0 at 10-11).

Indeed, there is no evidence from any party that such benefits will not be

realized [the Committee of Consumer Services ("Committee") did not address

these major points at all] with only the Geneva Steel ("Geneva") witness

Winterfeld arguing that, because Applicants had not performed certain stud-

ies, the amount of benefits in these categories is speculative. (Gen. Ex. 2.0

at 26 - 26, 32.)

The answer to Geneva is that, in order for the merger to be found

to be in the public interest, it is not required that benefits be quantified as

a mathematical absolute. It is sufficient if the areas and magnitude of

benefits are shown with a reasonable probability. Union Electric Co ., 25

FERC ¶ 61,394, p. 61,876 (1983). "[T]he lack of a precise dollar figure of

the future benefits to inure to the ratepayers does not negate the evidence

that there will be some cost savings in the future." Consolidated Gas Su l

Corp ., 22 FERC 11 63,037, p. 65,165 (1983). See also Wisconsin Electric

Power Co ., 59 F.P.C. 1196, 1199-1200 (1977); Iowa Power & Light Co ., 44

F.P.C. 1640 at 1654-1655 (1970).

-4-
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Applicants' testimony shows that non-power benefits will approxi-

mate $30 million in the first year post-merger and increase to approximately

$100 million by the fifth year, with the total of five-year benefits approaching

$320 million. (App. Ex. 11.1 at 1.)

A. Manpower Efficiencies

Nearly half of the non-power supply savings arise from manpower

reductions. Applicants have testified that, through attrition and a hiring

freeze in the five years following the merger, Pacific Power and Utah Power

will achieve annual manpower reductions of 3% and 1.7%, respectively. (Id.

at 6-7; Tr. at 711.) Using average payroll, benefit and overhead numbers,

the resulting savings for five years surpasses $150 million, exceeding $50

million annually by the fifth year. (Ld. at 1, 7).

The projected attrition rates are conservative when compared to

attrition rates in recent years. (App. Ex. 1.0 at 5.0; Tr. at 686-88, 711.)

With Applicants intending to maintain or improve service quality (Tr. at 686),

the bulk of manpower reductions will occur through consolidation of duplica-

tive administrative functions, e.. , shareholder relations, auditing, data pro-

cessing, insurance and power plant maintenance and scheduling. (App. Ex.

4.0 at 5; App. Ex. 9.0 at 4; App. Ex. 12.0 at 13.) These manpower

efficiencies cannot be obtained absent the merger. (App. Ex. 8.0 at 29-30;

12.0 at 3-4, 12; Tr. at 469-470.)

It is only Mr. Winterfeld for Geneva who determined that absolutely

no savings could be achieved in manpower reductions either because utility

size would not correlate with productivity or because Applicants had not

specifically identified each position which would be cut. (Gen. Ex. 2.0 at

32-33.) Mr. Winterfeld's testimony is seriously flawed. First, his own study

-5-
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and the study published, but not endorsed, by NARUC (Tr. 2164), suggest-

ing that larger electrical companies do not necessarily have more efficient

workforces, miss the point. The studies admittedly did not compare pre-

merger and post-merger manpower levels or efficiencies (Tr. at 2167-68,

2203-04), whereas the recent merger of Toledo Edison and Cleveland Illumi-

nating demonstrated significant manpower reductions. (Tr. at 687.)

Second, Mr. Winterfeld's refusal to ascribe even $1.00 of merger

benefits from manpower reductions is patently unreasonable. The uncontested

evidence and common sense establish that there is substantial duplication

between Utah Power and Pacific Power in administrative functions. (App. Ex.

12.0 at 3-4; Tr. at 2157-58.) While many expenses and cuts are a function

of external factors over which Applicants have little control, viz., inflation

and the cost of other energy sources, manpower reduction is one area where

Applicants have substantial control to produce the benefits to which they

have testified.

B. Insurance and Other Administrative Efficiencies

Approximately $100 million of the merger's non-power supply bene-

fits are attributable to insurance and other allied administrative combinations.

(App. Ex. 11.1 at 1, 4-6.) Division witness Mr. Burrup reviewed these

projected benefits and found them conservative. (DPU Ex. 1.0 at 15.)

1. Insurance . The category of insurance savings through the

merger is not only one of the clearest areas of benefits, it is virtually undis-

puted in the testimony. Applicants' witness Reed estimated that savings of

approximately $10 million per year, through lower property, casualty and

liability insurance premiums, will result as a direct consequence of consolidat-

ed coverage, elimination of Utah's duplicative Directors and Officers coverage

-6-



even e could be

and the fact that a larger, financially stronger corporation can reasonably

ofSupportive

arr less coverage. (App. Ex. 11.1 at 5; 12.0 at 15-17.)

c y

(a witness substantially experienced in insurance markets)

the Reed testimony

corroborative letters of two of the largest national insurance brokers

are the mergers of major regulat-
h mergthroug

stating that savings on insurance premiums

of 55% to a low

ed air carriers and other large industries range from a
high

the smaller firm's pre-merger premiums . (APP • Ex - 12.4. )

of 25% of
on insurance benefits

The sole challenge to Applicants' testimony

having not

came from Mr. Winterfeld who was unqualified on insurance issues,

at 2173. )Tr

en a nodding acquaintance with insurance of any
type.

(
eliminated

Mr. Winterfeld ignored the fact that duplicative coverage

merger. (Tr• at 2175-78.) He also ignored the results of

as a result of themerg

culations. After having adjusted Appicants' estimate of insurance

his own cal he rejected even

benefits down to $6.4 million in the first year after merger,

on the threadbare argument that the Applicants had not per-

those savings (Gen. Ex-

2.

equivalent rate structure and risk management study.

formed an

0 at 26.)

Other Ad ^trative Combinations- Mr . Winterfeld acknow -

2.

to 3.8 million of additional annual merger savings will resu t

edged that $3.2 $
g

from administrative combinations in the areas of computers, lele•al

The we

services,

ight
Gen. Ex. 2 )

financial services and power Plant maintenance . (

u orts approximately $1.3 to $1.5 million additional annual

of the evidences PP
12.0 at 11.) Mr . Winterfeld

savings in computers . ( APP - Ex . 11.1 at 4 ;

little common

h se additional savings claiming that there was very

Oignored t e
2.0 at 20.) n

use of programs between the two companies. (Gen. Ex.

however, he admitted having had access to an exhibit

crass-examination,



showing substantial duplication of software before he filed his testimony.

(Tr. at 2186-87.) Applicants' projected annual savings of $600,000, which

are achieved by including Pacific Power in Utah Power's mutual insurance

company group welfare policies, are substantiated as a benefit attributable to

the merger. (App. Ex. 8.0 at 25; Tr. at 376, 472.) Finally, the potential

savings of $3 million per year in the area of environmental services as a

result of the merger (App. Ex. 11.1 at 4-5) should not be rejected simply

because it is based upon a different management approach than Utah Power

currently employs. (Gen. Ex. 2.0 at 22-24.) To the extent that either of

the Divisions of the Merged Company will benefit because of new management

approaches made available through the merger, cost reductions will be benefi-

cial to customers and likely would not have been achieved without the merger.

C. Other Non-Power Supply Savings

In addition to the savings from manpower efficiencies and adminis-

trative combinations, the Merged Company will realize operating savings of

approximately $37 million from economic development and $28 million from

reduced construction during the first five years following the merger. (App.

Ex. 11.1 at 1.)

1. Economic Development . Pacific Power has developed a uniquely

successful economic development program highlighted by target industry

studies, a site economic evaluation data base, the ability to assist clients with

credit enhancement, excellent contacts with Pacific Rim and European indus-

tries and effective coordination with other agencies promoting economic devel-

opment. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 9-10; 12.0 at 5-9; 15.0 at 3-5; 16.0 at 7-8; Tr.

at 644.) The increased sales made possible by economic development were

projected by applying Pacific Power's established program to Utah Power's

-8-
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service area utilizing Utah economic indices (provided by the Bureau of

Economic and Business Research of the University of Utah) and deducting the

incremental costs of adding Utah Power to the program. (Tr. at 640-41,

644-64, 681, 1082.) Sharing of Pacific Power's expertise will enable Utah

Power to save several years and substantial costs. (App. Ex. 12.0 at 5;

16.0 at 7-8.)

Committee witness Weatherwax and Geneva witness Winterfeld chal-

lenged the benefits attributable to economic development. Their essential

objections were that the benefits are not merger related and are speculative.

(CCS Ex. 1.0 at 10-11; 2.0 at 1, 14; Gen. Ex. 2.0 at 14-15.) Applicants

have rebutted these arguments (App. Ex. 12.0 at 5-9; 16.0 at 6-11), provid-

ing specific evidence of the success of Pacific Power's program. (App. Ex.

12.1.) it is unreasonable for Messrs. Weatherwax and Winterfeld to assume

that Utah Power can buy or develop Pacific Power's unique expertise without

substantial delay and expense. (App. Ex. 16.0 at 7; Tr. at 651-52,

1078-80.) Applicants acknowledge that forecasts, by their nature, are some-

what speculative. However, their forecast of economic development benefits

is based on an established record. (App. Ex. 12.0 at 6-7; 16.0 at 10-11;

Tr. 640-41.)

2. Reduced Construction . As a result of the merger, Utah Power

and Pacific Power will be able to defer or avoid construction projects current-

ly in their budgets, but will also be required to advance certain transmission

interconnection upgrades. (App. Ex. 11.1 at 2.) Applicants' projection of

benefits is based upon the net avoided carrying costs on projects deferred or

advanced as a result of the merger. (Tr. at 660.)

-9-
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Committee witness Weatherwax and Geneva witness Winterfeld chal-

lenge these savings principally on the grounds that they are not merger-

related, that Utah Power's portion is unsupported and that the cost of trans-

mission upgrades necessary to achieve power supply savings will exceed other

Gen. Ex. 2.0 at 7, 13 •) They

construction savings. (CCS Ex. 1.0 at 9-10;

also claim double counting between these benefits and those in manpower

Gen. Ex. 2.0 at 11.) Applicants have

efficiencies. (CCS Ex. 1.0 at 9;
that

demonstrated that the savings could not be achieved without the merger,

Utah Power's benefits are substantiated, that the increased level of transmis-

and that

sion interconnections projected by Mr. Weatherwax are not necessary

as

benefits included in reduced construction are distinct from those included

part of overhead in computing manpower efficiencies. (App . Ex. 8.0 at 17,

19; 22.0 at 2-4; 25.0 at 7-9; Tr. at 439-40, 1332-34, 1346-48.)

II .

CAPACITY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM THE MERGER

Mr. Boucher offered lengthy direct testimony describing the diver-

sity benefits of the merger, including the benefits derived from merging a

Ex. 18.0.) In large

summer-peaking and winter-peaking utility. (App

measure, these diversities, as well as Pacific Power's access to Bonneville

Power Administration ("Bonneville") capacity and firm energy, translate into

an ability for the Merged Company to defer the construction of costly new

generating plants. Mr. Steinberg modeled the new resource needs of the

Merged Company over a twenty-year period and compared the expected cost

g

of new resources for the Merged Company with those of Utah Power and

Pacific Power on a stand-alone basis. He concluded that the present value of

-•10-
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merger savings associated with the deferral of new resources during the next

twenty years was $352 million. (App. Ex. 23.0 at 6).

Dr. Weaver, on behalf of the Division, performed a similar analysis

and concluded that the present value of twenty-year savings would be $346

million. (DPU Ex . 5.0 at 20. )

Neither Mr. Weatherwax nor Mr. Goff concurred with the conclu-

sions of Mr. Steinberg or Dr. Weaver. In large measure, Mr. Weatherwax

and Mr. Goff contradicted each other.

Mr. Weatherwax calculated twenty-year capacity savings in a range

of $124 million to $65.4 million. (Tr. at 1625.) Curiously, Mr. Goff predict-

ed a net increase in twenty-year present value capacity costs of $186 million.

However, he acknowledged that, if (as he predicts) the Merged Company does

not make an additional long-term firm sale or expand loads through economic

development over stand-alone levels, there will be twenty-year capacity

savings from the merger of $286 million. (Tr. at 1818, 1819.)

The major issues distinguishing the witnesses in their estimates of

capacity savings are :

1. Can the Merged Company reduce its reserve margins by 200

megawatts?

2. Is power purchased from Bonneville a feasible and cost-effective

substitute for coal plants that would have otherwise been built by Utah

Power?

3. Should it be assumed that the Merged Company will plan on a

"critical" water basis?

is
-11-
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4. Can the available capacity of Pacific Power's Mid-Columbia

resources be increased by 40 megawatts in light of the availability of Auto-

matic Generation Control ("AGC") equipment on Utah Power generating plants?

5. Should the cost, but not the revenues, associated with a

long-term firm sale and economic development program be included in the

merged case?

Following is a brief discussion of each of these issues:

A. 200 Megawatt Capacity Reduction

The Merged Company's ability to reduce reserve requirements,

consistent with the provisions of the Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement

("Coordination Agreement"), accounts for the difference between Mr.

Weatherwax's "high" and "low" estimates of twenty-year capacity savings.

(Tr. at 1625.) Applicants believe that, as a matter of contract, Pacific

Power, on a stand-alone basis, could have reduced reserves by 200 mega-

watts. (App. Ex. 25.0 at 4-5.) However, as a matter of prudent utility

practice, Pacific Power has not been able to do so because of the geographic

spread of its system. With Utah Power's generation and merger transmission

additions, the reduction will be prudent and possible.

In his prefiled testimony, Mr. Weatherwax suggested that the

Coordination Agreement may not allow the 200 megawatt reduction because the

Merged Company might be required to include extra-regional loads as well as

extra-regional resources in its reserve calculations. (CCS Ex. 1.0 at 3-15.)

Upon cross-examination, Mr. Weatherwax recanted and acknowledged that the

planned reserve reduction is consistent with past Pacific Power practices as

well as the terms of the Coordination Agreement. (Tr. at 1641-1642). Thus,

Mr. Weatherwax now appears willing to concede the issue.

-12-
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Mr. Goff does not discuss this issue in his testimony and apparent-

ly concedes that the 200 megawatt reserve reduction will be possible.

B. Availability and Cost-Effectiveness of Purchases from Bonneville

Mr. Weatherwax does not contest Applicants' assumption that

Bonneville power will be available to meet future load growth, but does ques-

tion whether it will be cheaper than additional Utah Pwoer coal plants. (CCS

Ex. 2.0 at 23.) Mr. Goff agrees with the Applicants that Bonneville power

would be cheaper, but questions its availability. (Tr. at 1823.)

The heart of this issue lies in the Northwest Electric Power Plan-

ning and Conservation Act ("Regional Act") which placed upon Bonneville a

statutory obligation to acquire cost-effective resources to meet the load

growth of Northwest utilities. (See 16 U . S . C . § 839 c(b) (1) and 16 U . S . C . §

839 d..) Mr. Weatherwax opined that there is no reason to believe the

Bonneville rate will be cheaper than new coal plants. (CCS Ex. 1.0 at

23-24.) However, he acknowledged that he has not recently studied the make

up of Bonneville's new resource rate and never did produce a study support-

ing his conclusions. (Tr. at 1629.) Intuition alone suggests Mr. Weatherwax

is wrong on this point--the Bonneville rate is a melded rate with costs based

on embedded resources, as well as additional low-cost conservation and

cogeneration. (Tr. at 1632, 1854.) There is every reason to expect that it

will be a cheaper source of power than building new coal plants.

As to the issue of availability, cross-examination demonstrated Mr.

Goff's lack of understanding of both the provisions of the Regional Act and

Pacific's Bonneville contract. (Tr. at 1826.) Reliance on existing Bonneville

forecasts to demonstrate a lack of future availability is unreasonable. Like

-13-



Bonneville can be expected to acquire resources as it needs them.

any utility,

(Tr. at 1853-1854.)

C. Reliance on Critical Water

Mr. Steinberg described the reasons that utilities in the Northwest

M
Mr. Weatherwax

plan on a "critical" water basis. (T-r. 1068-1070.)

that calculations of future resource costs should assume '^ average"

suggested tha e water

as o posed to "critical" water, apparently because he expects averag

p
at 1636, 1637.) Mr. Goff,

planning to be adopted in the Northwest. (Tr.

(Tr. at

like the Applicants and Dr. Weaver, assumed critical water planning.

it seems most

1822.) Whether or not Mr. Weatherwax's prognosis is correct,

base calculations on planning assumptions currently used by all

reasonable to
1638.) While Mr .

Northwest utilities and Bonneville. (Tr. at 1635,

assuming critical

Weatherwax asserts that an economic bias is introduced by

able

critical

costs, he was notcosts,

planning in regard to projected energy

plain why an adjustment to energy costs made by the Applicants in their

studies did not adequately respond to his concerns. (CCS Ex. 2.0 at 23;

Tr. at 1638, 1639.)

p. Mid-Columbia Capacity Adjustment

Mr• Goff was the only witness to question the increase in Mid-Co-

Mr.

as a result of the availability of AGC equipment on the Utah

lumbia capa y Goff knows

Power system. it was apparent from cross-examination that Mr.

at 1831.) As

virtually nothing about the Mid-Columbia resource. (Tr.

Mr. Steinberg, Mr. Goff's testimony reflects a misunderstanding

explained by radices

of the difference between resource planning and actual operating p,

(App. Ex. 24.0 at 7-8.)

-14-



E. Inclusion of Costs but Not Revenues

For reasons that remain incomprehensible, Mr. Goff asserted that it

is appropriate to include costs, but not revenues, associated with the Merged

Company's additional long-term firm sales and economic development activities.

This adjustment accounts for the great bulk of the difference in his estimates

from those of the Applicants. (App. Ex. 24.0 at 6.) The absurdity of Mr.

Goff's approach is best demonstrated by the fact that when an additional firm

sale and the economic development activities are deleted from Mr. Goff's

analysis, his calculation of capacity benefits goes from a negative $186 million

to a positive $286 million. (Tr. at 1818).

III.

POWER COST SAVINGS RESULTING FROM THE MERGER

Mr. Steinberg offered extensive direct testimony related to the net

is

ower cost savings that can be expected from the merger- These benefits

P

arise from more efficient dispatch of generating resources , displacement of

higher cost purchased power and the ability to make additional wholesale sales

at enhanced margins. (App. Ex. 23.0 at 11 ). Mr. Steinberg quantified

these savings using production cost models similar to those Pacific Power has

used in state regulatory proceedings for at least the last ten years . (Tr. at

1071.) These studies indicated that savings in net power costs will amount to

about $16.7 million in the first year of the merger, increasing to about $42.2

million by the fifth year. ( App. Ex. 23.0 at 10). This represents an overall

reduction in net power costs of between 4 and 8 percent . ( App. Ex. 23.0 at

11).
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No witness in this proceeding really contests the proposition that

the Merged Company will enjoy materially lower net power costs. Mr.

Weatherwax , on behalf of the Committee , reviewed Applicants ' models and

substituted his own model in part. He offered the Commission a smorgasbord

of estimates of net power supply savings . In his original testimony, Mr.

Weatherwax calculated a five-year net present value range of benefits of be-

tween $70 million and $34 million. ( Tr. at 1646 ). In his surrebuttal testimo-

ny, he concluded that the range was between $53.3 million and $23.2 million.

(Tr. at 1658 -1659 ). As a result of study errors identified during cross-ex-

amination , Mr. Weatherwax is now willing to concede a range of five-year

present value benefits of between $67.1 million and $36.5 million or cumulative

benefits in a range of $ 89.9 million to $48.51 million . ( CCS Rev. Ex. 2.0

[RKW-S1 ]; Joint Ex. at 1.)

The difference in Mr. Weatherwax's "high" and "low" estimates

relates to whether or not Pacific could have made an additional long-term sale

in the absence of a merger and whether the Merged Company will be able to

make such a sale. ( Tr. at 1646 - 1647 ). In addition , a number of other issues

related to input assumptions and modeling techniques leave major differences

between Mr . Weatherwax and Mr. Steinberg's benefit estimates . While Appli-

cants continue to believe that Mr. Weatherwax ' s analysis is defective in many

respects , happily the differences between the Applicants' and the Committee's

positions need not be resolved in this proceeding . Even if all of Mr.

Weatherwax ' s assumptions and methods were accepted , the Commission would

nevertheless be compelled to conclude that the merger will produce material

savings in net power costs. These savings, in and of themselves, are suffi-

cient to demonstrate that the merger will further the public interest.
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Mr. Goff did not suggest that the Merged Company will not in fact

enjoy lower net power costs. Instead, he argued that a substantial portion of

the projected benefits could be obtained in the absence of the merger through

various contractual arrangements. He acknowledged that over the first five

years, some $106 million of net power cost reductions will in fact be enjoyed

by the Merged Company, but asserted that $97 million of these should be

disregarded because, in his judgment, a merger is not needed to achieve

them. (Tr. at 1845). Mr. Goff was not able to explain why this Commission

ought not act now to capture these benefits for consumers, notwithstanding

the fact that they might be achieved at some future time through some other

mechanism. (Tr. at 184, 1846-1847)-

Ultimately, the question of whether net power cost savings could be

obtained through contract, as opposed to merger, is a matter of experience

and judgment. Applicants' experience and judgment are reflected in the

testimony of Mr. Davis (who described Utah Power's recent unsuccessful

efforts to form a power pool with Northwest utilities) and that of Mr.

Boucher. (App. Ex. 2.0 at 8-12; 19.0 at 1-2.) Mr. Davis has worked in the

utility industry for 40 years and Mr. Boucher for 23 years. (App. Ex. 1.0

at 1; 18.0 at 1-2.) This experience and judgment must be contrasted to Mr.

Goff's, who has never before worked for a utility, never negotiated a power

contract and never previously appeared as an expert witness on power supply

matters. (Tr. at 1811).
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IV.

ALLOCATIONS/REGULATORY BURDEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE MERGER

A. Allocations

The Applicants are committed to finding methods of allocating the

substantial cost savings associated with the merger which are fair and consis-

tent with sound economic and regulatory principles. (App. Ex. 12.0 at 20.)

The Applicants are also committed to establishing and maintaining the records

and auditing and accounting systems that will permit the Commission to evalu-

ate the merger costs and benefits for allocation and other regulatory purpos-

es. (App. Ex. 4.0 at 4; 8.0 at 36-42; 9.0 at 6.)

The Applicants propose to initiate a joint committee comprised of

representatives of FERC and the seven state commissions to discuss and

resolve the issues surrounding the allocation of merger benefits. (App. Ex.

12.0 at 19.) All of the state and federal representatives should be included

in this joint committee because, ultimately, allocation issues will be addressed

by each jurisdiction and there is a need to obtain as much uniformity and

consistency as possible between the various jurisdictions. (App. Ex. 12.0 at

•

19.)

Work with the joint committee would begin within six weeks after

final approval of the merger. (APP. Ex. 12.0 at 19.) The Applicants are

already working on developing an initial allocation proposal which will be pro-

vided to the joint committee. (APP. Ex- 12.0 at 19.)

As Mr. Powell testified, an interjurisdictional meeting approach has

been used by Utah Power and its regulators in the past to obtain consensus

on allocation issues. (Tr. at 2243.) Based on this prior experience, the
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Applicants believe that the joint committee can develop an equitable allocation

method. (App. Ex. 12.0 at 20.)

The Applicants recognize, however, that this commission has the

es onsibility and authority to determine how merger benefits will be allocated

r p

to Utah Power's Utah customers. (App. Ex. 11 at 3.) The Applicants also

recognize that it is the shareholders, not the ratepayers, who will bear the

risk of inconsistent allocation procedures between jurisdictions. (App. Ex.

11.0 at 3.)

Because this Commission has the authority to make its own determi-

nation on allocation issues in any future rate proceeding, and because a

framework has been established for the expeditious examination of allocation

issues, allocation issues need not and should not be decided prior to approval

The Division agrees that

ps Ex. 11.0 at 3; 12.0 at 17.)
of the merger • ( PP

allocation issues should be resolved after the merger is approved. (Tr. at

2241-2242, 2256.) The Committee also now agrees that allocation issues do not

have to be resolved in advance. (Tr. at 1858.)

B. Regulatory Burden

1. Impact on Commission's Legal Authority . The proposed merger

will not adversely impact this Commission's authority to regulate Utah Power's

authority

regulate and supervise Utah Power's utility operations in the State of Utah.

(Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-1, et seq.) This Commission will continue to have

that authority over the utility operations of the Utah Power Division after the

merger. (App. Ex. 10.0 at 7; 11.0 at 6; Tr. at 1190.) Indeed, this merg-

will permit this

er, unlike certain other business combinations or structures,

Commission and other state commissions which regulate the Applicants to
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maintain all the authority they currently have. (App. Ex. 8.0 at 45; Tr. at

1235-1236.)

2. Impact on Commission' s Practical Ability. The proposed merger

will not impair the Commission's practical ability to regulate Utah Power's

utility operations. Geneva witness Helsby argued that the merger will hamper

the ability of this Commission to regulate Utah Power's utility operations.

Those concerns were also raised in the Idaho and Wyoming merger proceed-

ings. (App. Ex. 27 [Idaho and Wyoming Orders.]) However, no intervenor

witness has successfully demonstrated that the merger will present regulators

with issues that they do not already have the expertise to address. (App.

Ex. 12.0 at 21-22.) The state regulators with jurisdiction over the Merged

Company have the experience necessary to provide effective review. (App.

Ex. 12.0 at 22.)

As Mr. Powell testified, this merger will not raise any significant

new issues and will not significantly increase the burden on regulators. (Tr.

at 2251.) Mr. Powell also testified that the Division has experience in dealing

with issues similar to those that will arise as a result of the merger. (Tr. at

2263-2265.)

Similarly, the Idaho Public Utilities Commission recently found, in

we are satisfied that the merger

its order approving the merger, that, ". .

will not impair the regulatory ability of this Commission . . . ." (App. Ex.

12.0 at 22.) The Wyoming Public Service Commission, which previously

issued an order approving the merger, recently filed its brief in the FERC

merger proceeding and stated that: "The Wyoming Commission firmly believes

that the proposed merger will not have a significant adverse effect upon its

The proposed merger plainly

ability to regulate the merged entity. .
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does not present unique or new regulatory problems . Interstate, interdivi-

sional and interaffiliate allocations can be successfully made and have been

successfully made in the past by the affected state commissions." (ApP. Ex.

12.0 at 22-23.)

V.

LOCAL CONTROL ISSUES

As one of Utah's largest employers and substantial corporate citi-

zens, it is not surprising that the proposed merger of Utah Power raises

concerns regarding loss of local control. In light of the undisputed evidence,

however, those concerns have faded as a genuine question in the case. It is

patently clear that the merger's impact on the practical aspects of local con-

trol is de minimis . The regulatory control of this Commission will not change.

A. Organizational Structure

Utah Power will be a division of the Merged Company with the same

standing that Pacific Power now enjoys. (App. Ex. 1.0 at 8; 10.0 at 8; Tr.

at 82, 151, 301.) This divisional organization was specifically chosen because

it maintains local control and regulation while promoting coordination. (Tr. at

82, 212-13.) The current Utah Power officers and directors will continue to

serve as officers and directors of the Utah Power Division (App. Ex. 6.1.A

at 44.), with three members of the Utah Power Board becoming members of

the Merged Company's Board of Directors. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 15; Tr. at 103,

288.) The Utah Power Board, like the Pacific Power Board, will function as a

committee of the Merged Company's Board with delegated authority to manage

and operate the Division's business. (App. Ex. 1.0 at 9; 3.0 at 16; Tr. at

157.) The Merged Company's Board will oversee the issuance of securities,is
-21-
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the conduct of audits and approval of extraordinary capital expenditures .

(Id.; App. Ex. 10.0 at 8; Tr. at 208.)

Utah Power's President and Pacific Power's President will enjoy the

same status in the Merged Company's hierarchy. (Tr. at 2323.) Each will

sit on the other Division's Board and each will be a member of the Merged

Company's Corporate Policy Group which makes recommendations on overall

corporate direction and policies to the Merged Company's Board. (App. Ex.

1.0 at 8; 3.0 at 16; 10.0 at 8.) There will be little, if any, difference in the

way management will function before and after the merger, except that each

Division will have access to the other's expertise. (Tr. at 82, 106-107, 304.)

In anticipation of the merger, a Utah executive has already been

elected to PacifiCorp Maine's Board. (Tr. at 105.) Immediately following

consummation of the merger, four of the 21 Board members will be from Utah

Power's service area. (App. Ex. 5.0 at 5; Tr. at 103, 155-56.) Although a

higher number of members currently reside in Oregon, this imbalance will be

gradually corrected over time. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 15; Tr. 155-56, 2319.)

Jurisdictional representation on the Board is only one basis for selection of

Board members; other business units within the Merged Company and outside

areas of expertise are and should also be represented. (Tr. at 103-04,

155-56, 287, 2319-20.) It is without rational foundation to assume that the

Merged Company's Board would refuse to devote necessary attention and

resources to the Utah Power Division just because its corporate headquarters

are in Portland. The investment in the Utah Division is immense and Utah

Power will be the Merged Company's single largest electric jurisdiction.

(App. Ex. 3.0 at 18; 11.0 at 6-7; Tr. at 105-07.)
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B. Local Presence

The offices of the Utah Power Division will remain in Salt Lake

City, Utah. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 15; 5.0 at 5; Tr. at 152, 302.) In addition,

power supply for the entire Merged Company will be headquartered in Salt

Lake City requiring the transfer of from 25 to 100 employees from Portland to

Utah. (Tr. at 118, 292-93, 302.) Transition teams are studying administra-

tive functions to determine how they will be organized and where they will be

located after the merger. (Tr. at 118, 586, 2310-11.) It is anticipated that

the location of the consolidated functions will be balanced between Salt Lake

City and Portland. (Tr. at 118.) The Merged Company, through the Utah

Power Division, will continue to be a responsible corporate citizen in Utah.

(Tr. at 1143, 1226-28, 2316.) It is the Merged Company's policy to decen-

tralize purchasing to the greatest extent possible and to buy from local

businesses unless significant savings are otherwise available. (Tr. at 162,

2314-15.) The Utah Power Division and the Pacific Power Division, to the

extent of joint purchases, will comply with the Third District Court Order

regarding competitive bidding. (Tr. at 77-79, 163.) The Utah Power Divi-

sion will also comply with that Order's provisions on political contributions.

(Tr. at 1144-45.)

C. Affiliates

PacifiCorp Maine is a diversified company with substantial interests

in businesses other than its electric utility business. (App. Ex. 3.0 at 2-3.)

The Merged Company will not finance its businesses other than its electric

utility divisions from the proceeds of securities issues without prior notice to

the Commission. (App. Ex. 5.0 at 9; 10.0 at 4-5; App. Resp. to Prop. Mer.

Cond. at 10.) It will allow the Commission to review all transactions between
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the electric divisions and affiliates and will provide sufficient access to

affiliate records and employees to allow regulators to ensure that utility

customers are not damaged through inter-affiliate transactions. (App. Ex.

4.0 at 4-5; 5.0 at 9; Tr. at 567-68.)

D. Local Regulatory Approvals

As discussed in Section IV.B.1 of this Brief, the Commission's

jurisdiction will not be impaired by the merger. Ratemaking will be done in

the future essentially the same way as it is now done. (App. Ex. 4.0 at 4;

10.0 at 4-5.) To the extent it is necessary for Commission Staff or the

Division to review records maintained out of state, the Merged Company will

bear the expense of such reviews. (Tr. at 436.) The Merged Company is

required to obtain Commission approval for all securities issues. (App. Ex.

10.0 at 7; 11.0 at 6-7.)

VI.

EFFECT OF MERGER ON RETAIL PRICES

A. Rate Reductions

The merger will enable Utah Power's customers' rates to be reduced

by 5-10 percent over the next four years. Within 60 days of the effective

date of the merger, revised tariffs will be filed in Utah proposing an overall

reduction in prices to Utah Power regular firm customers of 2 percent. After

the Merged Company gains some experience, and no later than the end of

1988, a detailed plan will be submitted to the Commission describing how the

total targeted price reduction will be implemented. (App. Ex. 9.0 at 2.) A

minimum 5 percent rate reduction to regular firm customers will be guaranteed

within four years of the merger even if not cost based. (Tr. at 527-528,
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532.) Rate reductions thereafter will be cost based. (Tr. at 356-361,

396-401.) Beyond the four-year time frame, a precise prediction of electric

prices is difficult because costs are heavily influenced by inflation, interest

rates, and oil and gas prices. Independent of those factors, however, the

merger will result in lower prices to Utah Power and Pacific Power customers

than would be- the case absent the merger. (App. Ex. 9.0 at 3. )

Applicants do not foreclose the possibility of proposing some

interclass restructuring of rates which may mean a recommendation for in-

crease where a class of customers is not paying cost of service. (Tr. at 189,

191.) In any event, the Commission will retain its current authority over any

changes in rate spread and rate design.

Applicants hope and intend some day to have rates set on a system

average basis. It would be advantageous from an administrative standpoint.

(Tr. at 184.) This is not likely to occur, however, within four to five years

and will not occur at all if it means a price increase to either Divisions'

customers. (Tr. at 210.)

The burden to capture the efficiencies necessary to support the

rate reductions described above rests solely on the Applicants and their

shareholders. (Tr. at 79.) Applicants, however, are confident that the

anticipated savings will be realized at the levels specified in testimony and,

therefore, agree to accept as merger conditions the requirements to:

(1) File revised tariffs reducing Utah firm retail rates

of the Utah Power Division by 2% within 60 days of

the merger;

(2) File revised tariffs reducing Utah firm retail rates

of the Utah Power Division by 5-10% (including the

2% initial reduction) within the next four years;

and
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(3) Certify that Utah customer supported revenue

requirements of the Utah Power Division will not

ever be raised as a result of the merger.

•

(App. Resp. to Prop. Mer. Cond. at 12.)

B. Spread of Rate Reductions

Applicants recommend that the 2 percent rate reduction described

above be implemented on an across-the-board basis to each tariff rate sched-

ule, in accordance with Applicants' Corrected Rebuttal Ex. 16.1, absent the

Commission completing hearings regarding rate spread, rate design and

schedule consolidation. (Tr. at 769, 772, 1483-1484.)

Subsequent rate reductions should be spread among and between

classes of customers based upon cost-of-service. (Tr. at 86.) Due to the

spreading of reductions on a cost-of-service basis, during the four-year

period following the effective date of the merger, it is possible, but highly

improbable, that some customers in the Utah Power Division may see an

increase in their rates even though there are projected merger benefits

occurring to the Merged Company. (Tr. at 639-640.) In any event, cost-

of-service adjustments are not related to the merger. (Tr. at 1116.)

The Applicants' position with respect to the spread of rate reduc-

tions to major industrial customers who take service at discounted or less

than full tariff prices is discussed at Section VII of this Brief.

VII.

EFFECT OF MERGER ON MAJOR INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS

The evidence provided in this proceeding establishes that Utah

Power's industrial customers will receive benefits from the merger. Utah

Power's industrial customers who take firm service will receive immediate rate
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reductions as a result of the merger. Utah Power's industrial customers who

take non-firm service will receive, in accordance with their contracts and

their status as a part of Utah Power's operating reserve, benefits associated

with the lower power costs and increased reliability characteristics of the

merged system.

A. Special Contract Industrial Customers Who Take Firm Service

The four Utah Power industrial customers who take firm service

under special contracts would receive rate reductions in accordance with the

provisions of their contracts. Those customers would receive rate reductions

on the full cost firm portion of their service in the same manner proposed for

all tariff rate schedules. (App. Corr. Ex. 16.1; 16.3.)

Those special contract customers would not receive the 2 percent

rate reduction on the incentive rate portions of their service. (Tr. at

1149-1150; App. Corr. Ex. 16.1; 16.3.) However, those customers would

continue to receive service at the incentive prices provided in their existing

contracts. (Tr. at 1259.)

B. Special Contract Industrial Customers Who Take Only Non-Firm Service

The two Utah Power special contract industrial customers who take

only non-firm service would not receive the proposed 2 percent rate reduc-

tion. (Tr. at 1149-1150; App. Ex. 16.3.) Those interruptible customers

have elected to be a part of Utah Power's operating reserve and the prices

and terms of their contracts already reflect that choice. (App. Ex. 16.0 at

24; 21.0 at 9; DPU Ex. 7.8; Tr. at 2247-2248.) Indeed, those customers are

already receiving service, under the terms of their recently renegotiated

contracts, at incentive prices. (DPU Ex. 7.8; App. Ex. 16.3; Tr. at 1527.)
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Interruptible industrial customers can, however, expect other

benefits from the merger. The Applicants have assured interruptible custom-

ers, including AMAX and Geneva, that the merger will reduce the frequency

of interruptions due to system operating reserve requirements. (App. Ex.

21.0 at 3.)

The Applicants have also provided evidence that the operation of

the merged system as a single entity will reduce the cost and increase the

availability of firm power which, absent other firm requirements, will be

available to interruptible customers. (App. Ex. 21.0 at 3-4). While the

availability of this firm power to interruptible customers will be affected by

Applicants' success in making off-system firm sales, Applicants' merger stud-

ies project 200 megawatts of off-system sales and 600 megawatts of additional

resources. (App. Ex. 21.0 at 4.) Based on those studies, the interruptible

customers will actually be in a better position after the merger. (App. Ex.

21.0 at 4.)

In addition, the Applicants have provided evidence that the merged

systems' purchased power costs will be substantially lower than the purchased

power costs of Utah Power without the merger. (App. Ex. 21.0 at 4-5.)

Thus, interruptible customers, like AMAX, who must pay the actual cost of

energy acquired to serve them, will see lower average acquired energy costs.

(App. Ex. 21.0 at 4-5, 9-10. )

The Applicants have also agreed that Utah Power's current dispatch

policy for interruptible customers will be adopted by the Merged Company.

(Tr. at 1146-1147.) Interruptible customers on the merged system will con-

tinue to have dispatch priority over off-system non-firm sales. (App. Ex.

21.0 at 3; Tr. at 1132-1137.)
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Based on the evidence in this proceeding, the Division concluded

that the merger will not adversely affect interruptible customers. (Tr. at

2246.) However, if AMAX and Geneva continue to believe that they deserve

special guarantees, they should pursue those issues in the commission's

incentive rate proceeding, or in future contract negotiations. (App. Ex. 16.0

at 23; 21.0 at 4, 9-10; Tr. at 2245-2246.) Indeed, the AMAX contract speci-

fically provides for that type of renegotiation. (Tr. at 1945.) Interruptible

rate issues, including pricing and dispatch priority, are issues that Utah

Power, its customers and the Commission should address in future negotia-

tions and proceedings with, or without, the merger. (App. Ex. 16.0 at

23-24.) This is not the appropriate proceeding in which to attempt to resolve

those issues.

VIII .

COAL ISSUES RELATED TO THE MERGER

Mr. Sandack, representing District 22 of the United Mine Workers

of America International Union ("UMW"), in his opening statement indicated

the concerns of that union to be, generally, the integrity of the "Internation-

al Union United Mine Workers of America and Utah Power & Light Company

Wage Agreement of 1988," layoffs or reductions in force as a result of the

merger, displacement of power production at the Hunter and Huntington

Plants by Pacific Power's Wyoming generating facilities, the use of Wyoming

coal in Utah Power's Emery County generating stations and the use of NERCO

expertise in the Utah Power Emery Mines. (Tr. at 43-45.) The UMW offered

no witnesses or testimony in support of their positions or concerns. The

following brief discussion will address the UMW concerns.•
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Integrity of UMW - Utah Power Wage Agreement

The Merged Company will succeed by operation of law to the assets,

•

•

liabilities and operations of PacifiCorp Maine and Utah Power. (App. Ex.

6.1.U at 6.) Mr. Davis testified that Utah Power union relations will not be

adversely affected by the merger and further that existing union contracts

will remain in effect, for their term, unless changed by mutual agreement.

(App. Ex. 1.0 at 12. )

Exhibit UMWA 1.1 entitled "International Union United Mine Workers

of America and Utah Power & Light Company Wage Agreement of 1988," effec-

tive February 1, 1988, and terminating February 1, 1993, was executed by J.

Brett Harvey, Vice President of Utah Power and Mike R. Dalpiaz, President

of the United Mine Workers of America. Mr. Harvey had authority from the

Utah Power Board of Directors to negotiate and execute the agreement. (Tr.

at 136.) The Agreement will be honored by the Merged Company. (Tr. at

238, 267, 270-72.)

B. Mining Operation Layoffs or Reductions in Force

With respect to savings due to manpower reductions, the evidence

showed that there will be no layoffs as a result of the merger and that it is

not anticipated that any of the 940 positions lost to attrition would be coming

out of the mining operation. (Tr. at 712-13.) The majority of these posi-

tions are expected to come out of administrative type functions. (d.)

C. Displacement of Power Production at the Hunter and Huntington Plants

The Merged Company will "operate the power supply system with

the most economic dispatch." The evidence shows that the lowest cost plants

will be dispatched as much as possible, wholesale sales will be made as much
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as possible and all of the Merged Company's plants will be operated at a

higher percentage of capability than they are now. (Tr. at 283.)

The Applicants' production cost model showed that over the five

year study period coal consumption increased roughly 700,000 tons. About

350,000 tons was increased at Pacific Power's plants and 350,000 tons was

increased at Utah Power's plants. Eighty-five percent of the 350,000 ton

increase at the Utah Power Plants was at the Deer Creek and Cottonwood

Mines. (Tr. at 1046.) Dr. Weaver testified that because of the merger, the

Huntington and Hunter Units should be run more intensively through the

foreseeable future, not just the five years. (Tr. at 2109.)

D. Use of Wyoming Coal in Carbon and Emery County Generating Stations

Wyoming coal has not been considered for use in the Utah Power

generating stations in Utah after the merger because of "severe transportation

difficulties in moving Wyoming coal to Utah," the quality of Wyoming coal and

the competitive price of coal from Utah Power's Emery County Mines. (Tr. at

1051-1052, 1223-1224.)

E. Use of NERCO Expertise in Utah Power' s Emery Mines

In light of the underground mining techniques and mining efficien-

cies that Utah Power has shown in the last year, Applicants do not have any

expectations of any kind of intermanagement exchanges with, or transfer of

management or ownership of Utah Power's coal properties to, NERCO. (Tr.

at 273.)
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IX.

MERGER COSTS

A. Magnitude of Merger Costs

Estimated costs of the merger are $18.5 million. (App. Ex. 8.0 at

30-32.) These costs are insignificant when compared with the savings that

will result from the merger. (See Sections I, II and III of this Brief . )

B. Amortization of Merger Costs

Inasmuch as the principal benefits of the merger will flow to the

Merged Company's electric utility customers, and in accordance with Account

301 of the Uniform System of Accounts, the Commission should authorize the

Merged Company to include these costs in its rate base and to amortize them

over 40 years. (App. Ex. 7.2 at 4-5; 8.0 at 30-31.) If this treatment is not

authorized, the Merged Company will be required to write off $14 million of

the costs in 1988. (App. Ex. 8.0 at 33.) This is too significant a burden to

expect the shareholders to bear, particularly in light of the risks they are

taking as a result of the merger commitments for rate reductions. (Id. ) Mr.

Powell recommended that the shareholders and the ratepayers share the

merger costs. (DPU Ex. 7.6 at 5.) Mr. Powell proposed that the

unamortized portion of the merger costs be included in rate base, but only be

allowed a rate of return equal to the cost of debt. (DPU Ex. 7.6 at 5-8.)

The Applicants find this to be an acceptable compromise.

C. Premium

Several intervenor witnesses expressed concern about the premium

to be paid by the Merged Company to Utah Power's shareholders because they

assumed that the Merged Company's management would try to divert merger

benefits to shareholders to compensate for this premium. These concerns are
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based on a misunderstanding of the regulatory process. The only benefits

that will flow to shareholders are those which regulators allow to flow to

them. (App. Ex. 8.0 at 27.) Any premium paid will not be reflected in rate

base and will not affect electric prices. (App. Ex. 12.0 at 25-26.) The

Applicants' testimony made it unequivocally clear that the Merged Company

does not expect more than the opportunity to earn its authorized rate of

return as determined from time to time by its regulators. (App. Ex. 12.0 at

25-26; Tr. at 80-81.) Therefore, there is no basis for intervenors' concerns.

X.

PROPOSED CONDITIONS

Applicants, through testimony and their written Response to Pro-

posed Merger Conditions dated May 19, 1988, have exhaustively reviewed and

formally responded to each of the 60 proposed conditions to merger approval

suggested by the Division, Committee and intervenors. Those responses need

not be repeated here. A copy of Applicants' Response is attached hereto for

the Commission's ease of reference.

Almost all proposed conditions are either unrelated to the merger or

are overreaching. Their adoption would encroach on the future flexibility of

the Commission and the Merged Company in responding to the evolving elec-

tric utility environment or grant untoward advantages to certain intervenors.

Therefore, Applicants respectfully submit that the Commission should adopt

only those conditions proposed by Mr. Powell for the Division which essential-

ly mirror the commitments Applicants have made with regard to the merger.



•

•

CONCLUSION

The overwhelming weight of the evidence of this proceeding places

beyond reasonable debate that this merger will produce highly significant net

positive benefits exceeding $500 million. Those benefits accrue to and will be

realized by the customers, employees and shareholders of Utah Power and

Pacific Power and are plainly in the public interest.

This is not a case in which the merger benefits stem from a single

source. The economies and diversities of the merged operations are witnessed

in not only the efficiencies of power supply operations, but the non-power

supply areas. Virtually no one in the case has denied that these benefits are

extant and substantial; the only question has been one of precise quantifica-

tion.

The cost savings of this merger directly translate into lower electric

prices to Utah Power customers, which, in turn, enable the Merged Company

to maintain a competitive position in the increasingly competitive environment

of the electric utility industry.

The matter of local control of Utah Power after the merger has been

effectively removed as a question in the case. The undisputed facts are that

the Merged Company will maintain a strong local presence in Utah.

Day-to-day operations regarding customers and regulators in the Utah service

area will not differ measurably from the status quo . The entire concept of

decentralized and local management is a centerpiece of this merger.

The regulatory jurisdiction and authority of this Commission over

the Merged Company will not be impaired vis-a-vis that jurisdiction and

authority which the Commission exercises presently over Utah Power. None

of the state commissions before whom Applicants have submitted this merger
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may be realized by Utah customers .

Respectfully submitted this 3rd day of June, 1988.

for approval have concluded that state regulatory jurisdiction will be harmed.

Merger approval should be accompanied by a minimum of conditions .

Only those conditions proposed by the Division witness Powell have direct

nexus to the merger, itself, and are supported by the public interest.

It is in the public interest that this merger be approved, subject

only to the Division conditions, without delay so that the joint allocation

committee may begin its sessions and so that the immediate merger benefits

L
Sidney G. Baucom
Thomas W. Forsgren
Edward A. Hunter, Jr.
1407 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84140

Attorneys for Utah Power & Light

Company

Robert S. Campbell, Jr

Watkis ' C pbell
310 South Main, Suite
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

7egory B. onson

George M. Galloway
Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey

900 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Suite 2300
Portland, Oregon 97204

Attorneys for PC /UP&LMerging

Corp .

1200
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION

OF UTAH POWER & LIGHT COMPANY,

AND PC/UP&L MERGING CORP. (TO BE

RENAMED PACIFICORP) FOR AN ORDER

AUTHORIZING THE MERGER OF UTAH

POWER & LIGHT COMPANY AND

PACIFICORP INTO PC/UP&L MERGING

CORP. AND AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE

OF SECURITIES, ADOPTION OF TARIFFS,:

AND TRANSFER OF CERTIFICATES OF

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY

AND AUTHORITIES IN CONNECTION

THEREWITH.

Case No. 87-035-27

APPLICANTS' RESPONSE TO

PROPOSED MERGER CONDITIONS

The Commission has requested Applicants to respond to

the Division of Public Utilities' ("Division") compilation of

proposed conditions to merger approval dated may 16, 1988.

On May 2, 1988, the Division compiled and distributed

a list of proposed conditions suggested in prefiled testimony

by its witnesses and those of the Committee of Consumer Services

("Committee ") and various intervenors . Applicants addressed

each condition included in the initial compilation, except for

five proposed conditions of Division witness Huntsman , through

prefiled rebuttal testimony, supplemental direct testimony or

cross-examination . With respect to the five Huntsman proposals,

Applicants met with Division counsel and Mr. Huntsman regarding

proposed modifications which were accepted by Mr. Huntsman and

presented to the Commission in his testimony of May 12 and 13,
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0
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1988. Certain other witnesses modified their proposed conditions

in surrebuttal testimony filed on May 9 , 1988. These modifica-

tions were included in a second Division compilation of proposed

conditions dated May 16, 1988.

Applicants ' responses to all proposed conditions fall

into one of five categories:

(i) Acceptable - conditions proposed which are merger-

related and acceptable to Applicants as conditions

to merger approval;

(ii) Not challenged - conditions proposed with which Appli-

cants do not disagree in general principle but which

are not merger-related or are unnecessary ( e.g. involve

matters of jurisdiction which cannot be affected

by agreement of the parties or order of the Commis-

sion);•

(iii) Unacceptable - conditions proposed which are merger

related but are unacceptable to Applicants;

(iv) Unrelated and unacceptable - conditions proposed

which are unacceptable to Applicants and which are

not related to the merger; and

(v) Eliminate - conditions proposed which have been with-

drawn or deferred to another witness.

All six conditions proposed by Division witness Kenneth

B. Powell (clarified slightly as shown hereafter) are acceptable

to Applicants as conditions to approval of the merger. These
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conditions require Applicants to:

1. File revised tariffs reducing Utah firm retail rates

of the UP&L division by 2% within 60 days of the

merger.*

2. File revised tariffs reducing Utah firm retail rates

of the UP&L division by 5-10% (including the 2% ini-

tial reduction) within the next four years.*

3. Certify that Utah customer supported revenue require-

ments of the UP&L division will not ever be raised

as a result of the merger.

4. Commence multi-jurisdictional meetings within six

weeks of the merger to attempt to resolve interdivi-

sional allocation issues.

5. Make a filing within the first quarter of 1989 of

the financial and cost of service factors necessary

to determine the appropriate rate levels in Utah.

6. Make annual filings of sufficient financial and cost

of service data to determine appropriate rate levels

in Utah.

Applicants believe it is unnecessary and potentially

misleading for the Commission to condition approval of the merger

on other proposed conditions which attempt to restate the Commis-

sion's authority or which address matters not related to the

merger. -t is well established that neither the parties nor

the Commission itself can confer jurisdiction on or remove juris-

diction from the Commission. Jurisdiction is a matter of law

* These rate reductions will not apply to certain incentive rate customers.

Applicants Exhibit 16.3 (Faig'le). All rate reductions between customers

shall be pursuant or subject to Commission order.

-3-



to be determined by the legislature and the courts. Any attempt

to condition approval on all matters the Commission may require

of Applicants will undoubtedly not include all such matters,

could conceivably limit the future flexibility of the Commission

and the parties, and may include matters the Commission cannot

require regardless of the merger.

To the extent Applicants have already responded to a

proposed condition on the record, they will attempt to briefly

state their position and refer to those portions of the record

containing their prior response; however, this response should

not be deemed to identify exhaustively every record reference

relative to a proposed condition. If Applicants have not pre-

viously responded to a proposed condition, this document will

,set forth their response.

For ease of reference, Applicants will respond to the

proposed conditions in the same order set forth in the Division's

May 16, 1988 compilation. If minor wording changes would clar-

ify a proposed condition so that the proposed condition is either

"acceptable" or "not challenged", the proposed condition will

be amended in this response utilizing the standard legislative

amendment format.

PROPOSED CONDITIONS

•

Witness
ROBERT SPANN - NUCOR

1. Do not approve merger until UP&L presents a definitive
proposal for allocation of costs between UP&L and PP&L
divisions. (page 2).
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Applicants' Res onse: Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit
12.0 (Reed) at 17-20; Transcript ("Tr.") 561-62 (Reed).

2. Require UP&L to offer contract demand customers power
for loads in excess of current load levels at the same
price and under similar conditions as it offers power
for sales for resale. (page 3)

Applicants' Response : Unrelated and unacceptable. Appli-
cants Exhibit 17.0 (Topham) at 12-16.

3. Require UP&L to implement procedures to ensure that the
merger does not have the effect of increasing rates or
lowering service quality to interruptible customers.
(page 3)

Applicants' Response: Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit
16.0 (Faigle) at 23-25; Tr. 1136-37 (Faigle).

4. Commission should state that nothing in the merger appro-
val precludes retail customers connected at the transmis-
sion and/or sub-transmission level from seeking wheeling
of power from other suppliers under the same general
terms and conditions as any wheeling for wholesale custom-
ers required by the FERC. (page 3)

Applicants' Response : Unrelated and unacceptable . Appli-
cants Exhibit 17.0 (Topham) at 16-17.

5. If the four previous conditions are not placed on the
merger, the Commission should affirmatively require UP&L
to offer contract demand customers wheeling of power
from other suppliers under the same general terms and
conditions as any wheeling for wholesale customers requir-
ed by the FERC. (page 3)

App licants' Response: Unrelated and unacceptable . Appli-
cants Exhibit 17.0 (Topham) at 17-20.

witness
JOHN J. REED - AMAX MAGNESIUM

1. Commission should order AMAX and other existing interrup-
tible customers of UP&L to be dispatched before--not
after--any new off-system sales, including firm sales,
that the merged company may make.

Applicants' Response : Unrelated and unacceptable . Appli-
cants Exhibit 16.0(Faigle) at 23-25; Applicants Exhibit
21.0 (Boucher) at 2-5; Tr. 1257-65 (Boucher).
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2. Establishment of a set of ground rules for the approval
of future off-system sales which address the interruptible
customers ' concerns . Among these ground rules should
be the restriction that pricing provisions should recover
all known incremental capacity and energy costs projected
to be incurred during the term of the sale . (page 16)

Applicants' Response : Unrelated and unacceptable . Applicants
Exhibit 16.0 (Faigle) at 25.

3. Participation by interruptible customers in any allocation
of cost savings or revenues from off- system sales. (page
16)

Applicants' Response : Unrelated and unacceptable . Applicants
-Exhibit 16.0 (Faigle) at 25.

4. Offering interruptible customers the right of first re-
fusal on all off-system sales, be they firm or interrupt-
ible. ( page 16)

A licants ' Res ponse : Unrelated and unacceptable . Applicants
Exhibit 16.0 (Faigle) at 25.

Witness
ROBERT J. GROW - Geneva Steel ( based on surrebuttal testimony)

1. The combined company should endeavor to combine ratebases
of the UP&L and PP&L jurisdictions as expeditiously as
possible and should report to the Commission no less
than annually on its progress in this regard . ( page 17).

Applicants' Response : Unacceptable .

2. Until such time as the UP&L and PP&L ratebases are merged
pursuant to the procedure set forth above, the full bene-
fit and value of the UP&L transmission system, including
future additions , enhancements and improvements to the
same, should be reserved for UP & L ratepayers , based upon
an "opportunity cost " rationale assuming UP&L were permit-
ted in the future to pursue fully the highest and best
use of the transmission system, including all available
brokering and wheeling opportunities. (page 18)

Applicants' Response : Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit
21.0 (Boucher) at 6-8; Tr. 564 (Reed).

•
3. The Commission will set an authorized rate of return

without regard to merger premium issues. The risk of
any adverse impact on bond ratings,,etc. shall be borne
solely by the shareholders of the merged company. (page
18)
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App licants' Response: Unrelated and unacceptable . See

Huntsman Proposed Condition No. 6. Tr. 80-81 (Davis);

158-61 (Bolender).

4. The UP&L stand alone model will be updated and revised

based upon what UP&L potentially could have done as a

separate company. (page 18)

Applicants' Response : Unacceptable . Applicants do not

believe any condition should be imposed which could limit

the options available in the meetings on interdivisional

allocation.

witness
RONALD L. BURRUP - DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

1. Reporting requirements of the merged company, including

semi-annual report on merger benefits and five year finan-

cial plan. (page 18)

App licants' Response: Unacce table . See Powell Proposed

Condition No. 6. Applicants Exhibit 8.0 (Colby) at 38-39;

Tr. 392 (Colby).

2. Requirement for merged company to pay Division travel

costs pertaining to auditing out of state records. (page

22)

A plicants' Response : Not challenged . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 42-43.

Witness
WESLEY D. HUNTSMAN - DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

1. Agree that employees , officers , directors , and agents

will voluntarily testify before the Commission. (DPU

Exhibit 2.7 ( Huntsman), A.1)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged. Tr. 565 ( Reed).

2. Provide adequate access to records and officials of all

PacifiCorp entities which transact business with the

electric utility divisions of PacifiCorp. In addition,

PacifiCorp should be required to pay for the expenses

of accessing records and personnel of the Commission

and Division of Public Utilities which are located outside

of the state of Utah. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), A.2)

Applicants' Response; Not challenged .
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3. Implement timekeeping and project management systems

adequate to support the allocation of costs to the utility.
(DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), A.3)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 565-66 (Reed);
1448-49 (Huntsman).

4. Agree that the Commission, subject to the limits of its
authority and subject to other applicable law, may inves-
tigate and make appropriate orders after hearing regard-
ing transactions between the electric utility divisions
of PacifiCorp and their affiliates. (DPU Exhibit 2.7
(Huntsman), A.4)

Aplicants' Response : Not challenged .

5. Agree that the Commission, subject to the limits of its
authority and subject to other applicable law, may modify
its orders or rules regarding matters of utility diversif-
ication. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), A.5)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged .

6. Agree that the capital costs and structure of the Pacifi-
Corp corporation may be adjusted to reasonable levels
to assure that the cost of capital is appropriate for
the utility operations. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman),
B.1)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 566 (Reed).

7. Document and justify allocations to the Utah division
in a manner basically consistent with the agreement be-
tween PacifiCorp and the Oregon Commission Staff attached
as Appendix 1. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), B.2)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 566 (Reed).

8. Allocate net power cost changes and benefits on an equit-
able basis that is consistent with principles currently
utilized in allocating power costs to the Utah Energy
Balancing Account. Net Power cost changes due to the
merger shall be determined based on the results of studies
showing net power costs for Pacific and Utah divisions
separately as if the merger had not occurred and net
power costs for the merged company. (DPU Exhibit 2.7
(Huntsman), B.3)

A licants ' Res onse: Eliminate . Witness deferred matter
to Powell. Tr. 1435-36 (Huntsman).

• -8-
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9. Allocate other cost changes due to the merger using equit

able allocation methods that embody the principle that
incurred costs and benefits follow the cause of such
costs and benefits. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), B.4)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 566-67 (Reed).

10. Agree that PacifiCorp shareholders shall assume all risks
that may result from less than full system cost recovery
if inter-divisional allocation methods differ among the
merged company's various jurisdictions subject to all
administrative and judicial remedies. (DPU Exhibit 2.7
(Huntsman), B.5)

A licants' Response: Not challenged . Witness agreed
to interlineation. Tr. 567 (Reed); 1436 (Huntsman).

11. Adopt and implement the procurement policies and proced-
ures developed by UP&L (Exhibit DPU-2.5), or as modified
by PacifiCorp and approved by the Commission, for all
procurement in the Utah division [ or-associated-with
coats -aiiecated-te-the-I3tah-division ] in compliance with
the Third District Court Order and joint Procurement
between the Utah and Pacific divisions . (DPU Exhibit
2.7 (Huntsman), B.6)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 77-79 (Davis);
163 (Bolender); 1436-37 ( Huntsman).

12. Comply with the competitive bidding policy in relation
to affiliated entities expressed in [Response - te-the
Bivrszen '- s-Bata-Request-tae : --i& l Appendix 2 attached
hereto for all procurement in the Utah division or [assc-
exated-wtth -- eests -aiiecated-te-the - Fatah-division ] o^ int
procurement between the Utah and Pacific divisions . (DPU
Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), B.7)

Applicants ' Response : Not challenged . See Huntsman
Proposed Condition No. 11.

•

13. Adopt the transfer pricing policy regarding the pricing
of goods and services and the transfer of assets expressed
in [Response -te-Hivzs^renys -Bata-Request-9-2] Appendix
3 attached hereto . (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), B.8)

Applicants' Response: Not challenged . Tr. 567 (Reed).

14. Provide a copy of the affiliated interest report prepared
for the Oregon Commission to the Utah Commission [as
expressed-tn-Response-te-the-Bivisren ' s-Hato-Request
Ne -i3$]. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), B.9)
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App licants' Response: Not challenged. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 36; Tr. 392 (Colby).

15. Provide notification of [all] asset transfers to or from

the Utah division [ anti-aaaet-transfer -rhea-are-adopted

bp-the-Htah-Pebre-SerYee-Eornmteaxen ] in accordance

with the current Rule No. 95 or R750-4-1, whichever is

applicable, until new asset transfer rules are adopted

by the Commission. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), C.1)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 42.

16. Implement a standardized planning process for making

decisions (1) to form an affiliate entity for the purpose

of transacting business with the electric utility divi-

sions of PacifiCorp, (2) to commence new business trans-

actions between an existing affiliate and the electric

utility divisions of PacifiCorp, or (3) to dissolve an

affiliate which has transacted any substantial business

with such divisions. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), D.1)

•

•

Applicants' Response : Not challenged.

17. Provide sufficient information, documentation and report=

ing to the Commission of plans (1) to form an affiliate

entity for the purpose of transacting business with the

electric utility divisions of PacifiCorp, (2) to commence

new business transactions between an existing affiliate

and the electric utility divisions of PacifiCorp, or

(3) to dissolve an affiliate which has transacted any

substantial business with such divisions. (DPU Exhibit

2.7 (Huntsman), D.2)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged .

18. The commission should require PacifiCorp to document

and report the analysis performed to determine that dives-

titure of an integral utility function is a cost effective

management decision. (DPU Exhibit 2.7 (Huntsman), D.3)

Applicants' Response : Not challen ed. Tr. 567 (Reed).

19. Agree that PacifiCorp will not finance its businesses

other than its electric utility divisions from the pro-

ceeds of the issuance of PacifiCorp securities, includ-

ing common and preferred stock and debt, without provid-

ing prior notice to the Commission. (DPU Exhibit 2.7

(Huntsman), D.4)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged .
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Witness
ROGER WEAVER - DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

1. Annual reporting of realized energy and peak loads for

the merged company total, for the Utah and Pacific divi-

sions, and for the jurisdictions served by the Utah division.

(page 37)

App licants' Response : Not challenged . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 40-41; Tr. 392 (Colby); 1256 (Boucher).

2. Annual reporting of realized diversity benefits. (page

37)

A licants' Response: Not challenged . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 41; Tr. 392 (Colby); 1256 (Boucher).

3. Annual reporting of 20 year, year by year forecasts of

the information categories discussed in 1 and 2 above.

(page 37)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 41; Tr. 392 (Colby); 1256 (Boucher).

4. Annual reporting of realized new generation and transmis-

sion additions with discussion of variations of such addi-

tions from the then-current resource expansion plans.

(page 37).

Applicants' Response: Not challenged. Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

5. Annual reporting of realized resource expansion plans

based on then-current load forecasts including specific

planned resource additions, their costs, and a discussion

of the reasons for their selection/inclusion in the plan.

(page 37)

A licants' Response: Not challen ed. Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

6. Annual comparison of realized resource additions and then-cur-

rent resource expansion plans with what such additions

and plans would probably have been in light of then-current

conditions and expectations if the merger had not occurred

and the companies continued on a stand alone basis. (page

38)

•

App licants' Res onse: Not challenged. Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

7. Annual reporting of realized operating statistics and

production costs in at least the level of detail produced
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• by the PP&L Production Cost Model with discussion/explana-
tion of realized values from then-current projections.
(page 38)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

8. Annual reporting of projected operating statistics and
production costs in at least the level of detail produced
by the PP&L Production Cost Model based on then-current
load forecasts and resource endowments. (page 38)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

9. Comparison of realized and projected operation statistics
and production costs with what they would probably have
been in light of the then-current conditions and expecta-
tions if the merger had not occurred and the companies
continued on a stand alone basis. (page 38)

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 1256 (Boucher).

witness
KENNETH B ..POWELL

1. File revised tariffs reduc[ e]ing [HP&B-divraren] Utah
- firm retail rates of the UP&L division by 2% within 60

days of the merger. (page 2)

App licants' Res onse: Acce table. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 4-11; Tr. 568 (Reed). See footnote at

page 3.

2. File revised tariffs reducfel ing [UP&B-division] Utah

firm retail rates of the UP&L division by 5-10% (including

the 2% initial reduction ) within the next [five] four

years [incitxding -the- -pree^iensiy- fisted ]. (page 2)

Applicants' Response : Acceptable . Applicants Exhibit

1.0 (Davis) at 11; Applicants Exhibit 3.0 (Bolender) at

21;' Applicants Exhibit (Colby) at 4-11. See footnote

at page 3.

3. Certify that [rates ] Utah customer supported revenue re-

quirements of the UP&L division will not ever be raised

as a result of the merger. (page 3)

Applicants ' Response : Acceptable . Tr. 73 (Davis); Tr.

568 (Reed).

• 4. [Held ] Commence multi-jurisdictional meetings within six

weeks of the merger to attempt to resolve interdivisional

allocation issues. (page 3)
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Applicants' Response : Acceptable . Applicants Exhibit

12.0 (Reed ) at 19; Tr. 568-69 ( Reed).

5. Make a filing within the first quarter of 1989 of the
financial and cost of service factors necessary to
determine the appropriate rate levels in Utah. (page

3)

Applicants' Resp_o_ns e : Acceptable . Tr. 390 (Colby); 570

(Reed).

6. [The -ezti++tq-will] Agree make annual filings of suffi-

cient financial and cost of service data to determine

appropriate rate levels in Utah. (page 3)

Applicants' Res onse : Acceptable . Tr. 570 (Reed).

Witness
JEFFERY T. WILLIAMS (as modified by surrebuttal testimony)

1. Company agrees to guarantee a 10% rate reduction over

the next 4 years, beginning with 2% within 60 days follow-

ing merger approval followed by 2% per year through 1992.

Rate decreases shall be effective. unless global factors

outside the control of Applicants prevent them. However,

the 5% rate decrease shall not be alleviated. Applicant

has burden of proof to show global factors will not allow

rate decrease. Otherwise rate decreases will be implemented

on schedule.

App licants' Res onse: Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 13; Tr. 570 (Reed).

2. From 1/1/93 to 1/1/98 Applicants would be limited to no

more than a 1% increase in rates per year. Global factors

beyond the control of Applicants would allow increases

beyond the 1% cap.

Applicants' Response : Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 13-14; Tr. 571-72 (Reed).

3. Pursuant to annual filing requirements or rate applica-

tions, the Committee reserves the right to challenge the

Company's filing or application if they feel that additional

decreases are justified.

Applicants' Response : Not challenged. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 14; Tr. 572 (Reed).

9
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4. The rate reductions and rate increase caps outlined in

1 and 2 would be net rate reductions between general rates

and EBA rates. However, until such time that the Commission

determines the allocation methodologies and reconciles

the EBA, rate decreases , other than the initial 2% rate

reduction, shall be effected solely through general rates.

After that time rate changes shall be net changes. (page

4)

Applicants' Res onse: Unacceptable. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 14-15; Tr. 573 (Reed).

5. Apply the current EBA formula to the merged system. This

shall continue until the inter-divisional allocation method-

ologies have been determined by the Utah PSC and until

the EBA balance is thereby reconciled. During the interim

period no party shall seek a rate adjustment based upon

the unreconciled EBA balanceY However, after the alloca-

tions have been determined and the EBA reconciled, any

party shall have the right to seek rate changes through

the EBA mechanism.

A licants' Response: Unacceptable. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 15.

•

6. Annual filings to the Utah PSC by [both] the UP&L [and

Pacxf^eorp-prvatdtng-fn^^p-embedded -Boat-ef-aere^ce-tnforma-

teen-and? division including total company electric o era-

tion information in sufficient [ additienal ] detail for

regulators to determine [ coat-ef-aerzee-and] revenue

requirements. Monthly filings to the Utah PSC, Division,

and Committee on the EBA as is currently done by UP&L.

(page 4)

Applicants' Res onse : Not challenged. Applicants Exhibit

8.0 (Colby) at 36; Tr. 392 (Colby). See Powell Condition

No. 6.

7. For PacifiCorp and the Utah Division to develop and file

as soon as practicable, a detailed allocation approach

that is acceptable to the Utah PSC. (page 5)

A licants' Response: Not challenged. Tr. 573 (Reed).

See Powell Proposed Condition No. 4.

8. Schedule inter-divisional and inter-jurisdictional meetings

as soon as is practicable including representatives from

all jurisdictions in which PacifiCorp does business to

discuss and analyze inter-divisional and inter-jurisdic-

tional allocation issues. The Committee must be explicitly

-14-



• included in all inter-divisional and inter-jurisdictional
allocation meetings and correspondence.

0

App licants' Res onse : Unacceptable . Tr. 573-74 (Reed).

9. Agree to include on the agenda for consideration at the
inter-divisional allocation meeting, the cost alloca-
tion principles and methodology including the capacity
equalization payment concept put forth by Dr. Bernow in
his testimony.

A licants' Response: Not challenged .

10. Restrict the sharing of remedial action expenses for haz-
ardous waste management activities and order PacifiCorp
to prepare and present to the Utah Commission a detailed
plan on how remedial action programs expenses will be
accounted for.

Applicants' Response : Not challenged . Tr. 575-76 (Reed).

11. Applicants agree to pay expenses for the Committee and
its experts to visit the offices of PacifiCorp when the
Committee is participating in a proceeding involving either
the UP&L Division or PacifiCorp and only when sufficient
records are not available at UP&L offices.

Applicants' Response : Unacceptable . Applicants Exhibit
8.0 (Colby) at 16.

DATED this 19th day of May, 1988.

SIDNEY G. BAUCOM
THOMAS W. FORSGREN
EDWARD A. HUNTER, JR..
1407 West North Temple
Salt Lake City , Utah 84140

Attorneys for Utah Power &
Light Company

ROBERT S. CAMPBELL, JR.
GREGORY B . MONSON
WATKISS & CAMPBELL
310 South Main Street, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

GEORGE M. GALLOWAY
STOEL, RIVES, BOLEY, JONES
& GREY
900 S.W. Fifth Street, Suite 2300
Portland , Oregon 97204

• Attorneys for PC/UP&L Merg ing
Corp .
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Page 1 of 31

APPENDIX 1

SZTORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

OF 4000

In the Matter of the Application of )

PACIFICORP and PC/UP&L Merging Corp. )

for an Order Authorizing the Merger )

of PACIFICORP and UTAH POWER & LIGHT )

COMPANY into PC/UP&L MERGING CORP. (to )

be renamed PacifiCorp upon completion ) STIPULATION

of the merges), and Authorizing the

Issuance of Securities , Assumption of )

Obligations , Adoption of Tariffs, and )

Transfer of Certificates of Public )

Convenience and Necessity , Allocated )

Territory, and Authorizations in )

Connection Therewith. )

The staff of the Public utility camission of Oregon

(staff ), appearing by and through its attorney, W. Denny Non,.

Assistant Attorney General , and PacifiCorp and PC/UPIL Merging

I Z088-1
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Corp. (Applicants or Pacific), appearing by and through their

attorney, James F . fell, Attorney at Law, (jointly, Parties)

hereby stipulate as follows:

I. AMerevo l s LauesUd

The Applicants have filed an Application (Application)

with the Public Utility Commission of Oregon ( Commission)

requesting the Commission ' s order:

1. Authorising the merger of PacifiCorp (PacifiCorp

Maine ) and Utah Power a Light Company (Utah Power) with

and into PC/UP&L Merging Corp., an Oregon corporation

to be renamed PacifiCorp upon the closing of the merger

(PacifiCorp Oregon), in accordance with an Agreement and

Plan of Reorganisation and Merger among PacifiCorp Koine,

Utah Power, and PacifiCorp Oregon , dated August 12, 1987

(Merger Agreement), pursuant to ORS 757.430;

2. Authorizing the Issuance by PacifiCorp Oregon of

shares of its and preferred stocks upon conversion

of the outstanding shares of common and preferred stock of

PacifiCorp Kai" and Utah Power, in accordance with the terms

of the Merger Agreement , pursuant to ORi 757.410;

IZO883
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3. Authorizing the assumption by PacifiCorp Oregon of

all debt obligations of PacifiCorp Maine and Utah Power out-

standing at the time of the merger , pursuant to ORS 757.440,

and the continuation or creation of liens in connection

therewith, pursuant to ORS 757.480;

4. Authorizing the transfer to PacifiCorp Oregon of all

certificates of public convenience and necessity of PacifiCorp

Maine , pursuant to ORS 758.015;

5. Authorizing the transfer to PacifiCorp Oregon of all

rights to allocated territory granted to PacifiCorp Maine,

pursuant to ORS 758.460;

6. Authorizing the adoption by PacifiCorp Oregon of

all tariff schedules and service contracts of PacifiCorp Maine

on file with the Cossnission and in effect at the time of the

merger , pursuant to ORB 757.205;

7. Authorizing the transfer to PacifiCorp Oregon

of all Comission authorizations and approvals granted to

PacifiCorp Haim, for transactions with controlled corporations

or affiliated interests, pursuant to ORB 157.490 and 757.495;

I. Authorizing the transfer to PacifiCorp Oregon of

12088 €
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Nitness : Wesley D . Huntsman
Pane 4 of 31

all Commission authorizations and approvals for the issuance

of securities by PacifiCorp Maine which have not been fully

utilized , pursuant to ORS 737.410; and

9. Directing that upon the merger PacifiCorp Oregon

shall succeed to all of the rights and responsibilities of

PacifiCorp Maine under the public utility laws of the State of

Oregon and the orders of the Commission.

II. Bash of Stipulation

The Staff has reviewed the Application , Pacific's

profiled testimony and exhibits, and responses to discovery

in.this and other jurisdictions , and has conducted its own

studies and investigation . The Staff has determined that the

proposed merger would be in the public interest of the State

of Oregon , provided that the terms of this stipulation are

adopted . The Parties enter into this Stipulation voluntarily

to resolve matters not in dispute among this and to expedite

the orderly Conduct and disposition of this proceeding.

jjf e )eete^d i^eeredilien .

The Parties recommend approval of the Application subject

to section To of this stipulation . subject to section IV. tr,e

10887
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Parties specifically agree that the Merger Agreement and all

transactions proposed in the Application are in the public

interest and meet the requirements of the applicable Oregon

statutes . To the extent the Application and this Stipulation

conflict , this Stipulation shall govern.

IV.

The terms of this section shall apply to the approvals

requested by Pacific . These terms are intended to ensure

that ( i) the proposed merger does not harm Pacific ' s Oregon

customers , ( ii) Pacific ' s Oregon customers receive a fair

allocation of merger benefits, and (iii ) Pacific's Oregon

customers do not subsidize benefits provided to Utah Power's

Customers.

A.

The following eshibit$ to Pacific ' s profiled

toatiarony are attached as Inhibits to this Stipulation, as

they apply to the terms contained herein:

1. szhibit i s entitled Pacific Power & Light

C=epanY-Utah Power & Light Company. Con-

solidated operating Benefits (Docket Bo-

I ^,0888
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VF 4000, Exhibit No. 4, pages 1 through 10,

Witness : F. D. 2004); and

2. Exhibit 2, entitled Estimated Power Supply

Savings from Merger (Docket No . OF 4000,

Exhibit No. 8.1 , Witness : D. P. Steinberg).

For purposes of this Stipulation , the years 1988 through 1992

as used in Exhibits 1 and 2 shall refer to calendar years 1

through S following the closing of the merger , as provided in

Section V of this Stipulation.

s. lenortinaAeauirementi

The Parties acknowledge that Pacific submits semi-

annual regulatory results of operation= to the Coimsission.

The semi-annual reports contain information requested by the

staff , as modified from time to time . Pacific agrees that

following the merger these reports as well as all general

rate applications and Commission show-cause actions will

demonstrate the effects of the merger on the various items

referred to in Exhibits i and 2 to this Stipulation, as well

as additional items for which benefits have bees achieved but

which have not been currently identified . Detailed workpaper•

shall be supplied that separately illustrate the savings

120883
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depicted in Exhibits 1 and 2, as well as other identified

categories , and bow they affect Oregon jurisdictional

results. Initial reports shall include:

1. A showing of the consolidated operating merger

benefits achieved for each category identified

in Exhibits 1 and 2 ' to this Stipulation , as well

as additional categories for which benefits have

been achieved but which have not been currently

identified or quantified . The showing shall be

supported by detailed workpapers.

2. A showing of the Oregon allocated merger

operating benefits achieved . for each category

identified in Exhibits 1 and 2 to this

Stipulation, as well as additional categories

not currently specified for which benefits have

been achieved . All allocation methods employed

shall be elderly described and supported by

detailed workpapers. In demonstrating power

supply benefits , Pacific shall provide a study

showing net power supply Costa for pacific and

Utah ?ower separately as if the merger had not

occurred and net power supply cost. for the

merged company.

120850
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3. A statement of Pacific ' s then Current bond

ratings and an ezplanation of the rationale for

any change in the ratings ( from the currently

acknowledged Standard and Poors , A-; Moody's,

A3; Duff i Phelps, 7) subsequent to the merger.

4. A schedule of Pacific ' s preferred stock and

debt series that delineates separately

pre-merger Pacific preferred stock and debt

series , pre-merger Utah Power preferred stock

and debt series , and post-merger preferred

stock and debt series . Recapitalizations of

pre-merger prsfsrred, . stock or debt series shall

be included in the post-merger preferred stock

and debt series and clearly identified as

recapitalizations.

S. A description of all major post-Borger additions

to generation and system transmission plant and

related system facilities . including the cost of

each addition . for purposes of this paragraph,

major additions shall be determined based upon

Pacific ' s currently applicable budgetary

criteria , a statement of which is attached as

Inhibit 3 to this Stipulation.
120891
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Pacific agrees to initiate an allocation committee

consisting of representatives from all appropriate regulatory

jurisdictions of the merged company within six weeks after the

merger has been approved by all authorities . The function of

this committee will be to develop J ust and reasonable methods

for the allocation of joint costs and benefits of the merger.

The Staff and Pacific agree to participate in the committee in

good faith , although neither shall be bound by this Stipulation

to accept the recommendations of such committee . Until the

Staff and Pacific agree on final methods for the allocation of

joint costs and benefits of the merger and until the Commission

adopts such methods , the Parties agree that the general guide-

lines for allocating merger costs and benefits specified below

shall be adhered to in Pacific ' s general rate applications or

Commission show-cause actions . These guidelines are general

in nature and are intended only to be used for determining

the share of sisrger costs and benefits allocable to Pacific's

Oregon customers . These guidelines do not take into con-

sideration factors that may be significant to Pacific's other

jurisdictions , to Utah Power ' s jurisdictions *. or to the

development of Consensus among all jurisdictions.

1. pro-merger generation and transmission

10I089 .
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".,0.aa . "esley D. HuntamanPea. 10 of 31

facilities of Pacific and Utah Power shall

remain the responsibility of and shall be

assigned directly to the Pacific Power and Utah

Power divisions , respectively . Pre-merger

facilities of this nature shall be comprised of

facilities not occasioned by consideration of

the merger included in plant in service as of

December 31, 1988 , facilities budgeted as of

August 12 , 1987 , plus replacements , additions

and betterments that do not result in appreciable

changes to ezisting generation or system trans-

mission plant.

2. Post-msrgSr additions to generation , and system

transmission plant and related system facilities

due to the merger shall be allocated between the

Pacific Power and Utah Power divisions on an

equitable basis that is based on sound economic

principles and is mutually agreeable to the

Staff and Pacific.

3. Not power cost changes due to the smergsr•shall

be allocated on an equitable basis that is

Mutually agreeable to Staff And Pacific. The

allocation method shall embody the principle.

14 083 3
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but not necessarily the practice , of Pacific's

Allocation totes 1 and IA . Net power Cost

Changes due to the merger shall be determined

based on the results of studies showing net

power costs for Pacific and Utah Power separately

as 11 the merger had not occurred and not power

costs for the merged company.

4. Other cost changes due to the merger shall be

allocated using equitable allocation methods that

(1) embody the principle that incurred costs and

benefits follow the cause of such costs and

benefits and (ii) are mutually agreeable to the

Staff and Pacific . For example:

(a) =conomic development costs that can

he directly assigned to each operating

division shall be so assigned . Such costs

that cannot be directly assigned shall be

allocated by a method that is mutually

agreeable to the staff and Pacific.

(b) 1lanpowsr costs shall be directly accounted

for by operating divisive as much as

practicable . Tot centralised
g 089 ,
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but not necessarily the practice , of Pacific's

Allocation Notes 1 and 1#. Not power cost

changes due to the merger shall be determined

based on the results of studies showing net

power costs for Pacific and Utah Power separately

as if the merger had not occurred and net power

costs for the merged company.

4. Other cost changes due to the ssrger shall be

allocated using equitable allocation methods that

(i) embody the principle that incurred costs and

benefits follow the cause of such costs and

benefits and (ii) are mutually agreeable to the

Staff and Pacific .' Pore=ample:

I

(a) Economic development costs that can

be directly assigned to each operating

division shall be so assigned . Such costs

that cannot be directly assigned shall be

allocated by a method that is sutually

agreeable to the Staff and Pacific.

(b) Manpower costs shall be directly accounted

for by operating division as such as

practicable . For centralized functions,

IZ089;1
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manpower Costs shall be allocated by a method

that is mutually agreeable to the Staff and

Pacific.

(c) costs attributable to administrative

combinations shall, in general, be

accounted for at the consolidated total

system level and allocated between the

Pacific Power and Utah Power divisions by

a method that is mutually agreeable to the

Staff and Pacific . Costs referred to in

this paragraph include those in areas such

as group welfare plans , computer systems,

legal expense, insurance , and financial

services.

(6) Costs occasioned by the merger shall

be directly assigned to each operating

division where applicable . All other costs

occasioned by the merger shall be pooled

and allocated by a method that is mutually

agreeable to the Staff and Pacific.

5. wherever these guidelines require mutual

agreement between the Staff and Pacific. if

i2o8ss
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the Staff and Pacific are unable' to agree after

reasonable efforts to do so, the method of

allocation shall be determined by the Commission

based upon the guidelines in this Subsection C.

Pacific agrees that its shareholders shall assume all risks

that may result from less than full system cost recovery if

inter-divisional allocation methods differ among the merged

company's various Jurisdictions.

The provisions of this Subsection C apply only

to the allocation of merger costs and benefits between the

Pacific Power . and Utah Power divisions .' Allocations within

the Pacific Power division shall be governed by Pacific's

existing Jurisdictional allocation methods , as modified from

time to time.

D. Future 2sto Cases

Pacific represents and warrants that its Oregon

customers shall be held harmless if the merger results in

greater met costs to serve Oregon customers than if the merger

had not occurred . note specifically, Pacific agrees as

follows:

120897
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1. Pro-merger Utah Power rate bass assets shall be

ezcluded from calculations of Pacific's rate

base assets devoted,to serve Oregon customers.

2. By the end of the second quarter of calendar

year 1989 , Pacific shall file with the

Commission a general rate case using a fully

normalized test period based upon Pacific's

December 1988 semi-annual report . This filing

will include pro forma adjustments to reflect

estimated merger benefits shown on Exhibit 1

as allocated to the State of Oregon , for the

portions of calendar years 1 and 2 within the

12-month period ending June , 1990 , as well as

all known major costs and revenue changes.

Pacific further agrees not to effect any overall

increase in electric rates in Oregon prior to

the and of calendar Teat 1992 . The Parties

acknowledge that # notwithstanding the

rate-making comitinents in this paragraph,

• Pacific may propose price adjustments (upward or

downward) among or within various customer

groups.

24

25 3. Staff reserves the right to propose adjustments

120898
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to Pacific ' s embedded debt and preferred stock

costs in future rate proceedings . Pacific shall

be given an opportunity to oppose any such

adjustments.

4. Pacific agrees that a method of establishing

common equity costs that relies upon the use of

comparable companies will be used in future rate

proceedings during calendar years 1 through 5.

E . Aarenneni n Regard LVAIR

With regard to the specific approvals requested in

its Application, Pacific represents and agrees as follows:

1. Pacific shall demonstrate , when necessary, that

the operation of the merged company does not

negate the basis for existing certificates of

public convenience and necessity.

Tariffs on file with the Comissioa at the

time of action on this merles docket shall be

the same tariffs in force after the merger is

consubmated , except for changes specifically

approved by the Coaniissioa.

I20899
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3. She terms and Conditions of pre-merger existing

affiliated interest and/or controlled

corporation contracts approved by the Commission

shall be unchanged in all material respects

at the time of the merger , except for changes

specifically approved by the Commission. As

required by ORS 757.490 and 757 . 495, Pacific

shall promptly file new affiliated interest

or controlled corporation contracts that are

occasioned as a result of the merger.

4. She information contained in the Application

regarding the shares of PacifiCorp Oregon common

stock to be issued upon the merger shall be

unchanged in all material respects at. the time

of the merger . Further , Pacific agrees that if

the issuance of additional shares must be made

to accomplish the merger , it shall promptly

amead its Application for approval to do so.

Pacific agrees to promptly file with the

Commission Pacific ' s and Utah Power's

Forms 10-d, 10-p, and s-z filed with the

securities and tzchange ' Commission prior to

the date the Commission issues its Order in this

1-0900
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matter . If, subsequent to the Commission Order,

Pacific or Utah Power files with the Securities

and Exchange Commission a Form 10-x, 10-Q, or

S-x that reflects merger-related contingent

liabilities not considered at the time of the

Commission ' s decision , such information shall be

reported to the commission.

6. Pacific accepts all the terms and conditions

attached to the szisting authorizations by the

Commission for the issuance of securities.

E . NeAi tic atien of T2=s

The terms of this Section IV may be modified by

mutual agreement between the Staff and Pacific and upon

approval of such modification by the Ce mission , subject to

the applicable lags of the State of Oregon and rules and

procedures of the Commission regarding notice, opportunity

for cormasnt or hearing , and agency decision-eking.

♦, ?bra es elinula ieb

The terms of Section IV of this Stipulation shall be

effective for a period of five calendar years from the date

120901
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of the closing of the merger.

VI. Parties, secq papipn

The Parties recommend that the Commission adopt this

Stipulation in its entirety . The Parties have negotiated

this Stipulation as an integrated document . Accordingly,

if the Commission rejects all or any material portion of

this Stipulation , each Party reserves the right, upon

written notice to the Commission and all parties to this

proceeding within 15 days of the date of the Commission's

order , to withdraw from the Stipulation and request an

opportunity for the presentation of additional evidence

and argument.

1111. the 20.4 UlationViz.

The parties understand that this Stipulation is

not binding on the Commission in ruling on the Application

and does not foreclose the Commission from dealing with

other merger issues that are raised by other parties to

this proceeding. inept as provided is Section IV.?. of

this Stipulation , to the a:teat this Stipulation affects

future rate proceedings , the Parties agree to reeomisand no

actions by the Cosasission contrary to the terser set forth

I2o9OZ
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in this stipulation.

Dated this 3.e day of March, 1988.

low^ -9" M
U

Jams F. Foil
Attorney at Law
For Applicants

.f!
w. enny won

Asst. Attorney General
For Oregon PUC Staff

ah/S476H
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Docket No. VI-4000
=xhibit No. 4
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Docket No. U7-4000
Sxhibit No. 4
Page No. a of 10
witness: Jr. D. Reed

Consolidated Operating Mnefits are shorn on a calendar yearbasis , assuming the merger is consuaaated January 1, 1918.

POVIZ

The followingg pro sots which were part of Paeificts 1917construction program will be avoided or delayed past 3,993 underthe Combined cysts.: Jis lridger Units 1, 2 and 4 turbineupgrades , Jim Bridger Units 1, 3, and 3 cooling tovers, Jim•ridger Unit 4 sconosizer , and the Centralia cooling toyer.
Pzei .eti lddrd to tf'ie tlsr

The need for additional transmission capacity for the mergedOlsten will necessitate the building of the following addi-tional transmission projects : Naughton-Jis fridger 230 kVline , Riverton and Rock Springs capacitors , and the Naughtonphase shifter.

The South Trans to Monument line and lirshois substation areexpected to be coved twos lost to 1948 to most additionalcapacity needs . information Nanagesent projects , Wyoming andWashington fossil projects , and Wyoming microwaves will bereduced due to efficiency savings in the urger.

IILah ^ev^r

Although it is premature to specifically identity all of thecenstructiwe projects Whisk will be specifically altered, as aresult of the merges, between the two ass, it is estimat-ad these will be a reduction at $14 all Production, $1sillier Tsanssissien , $34 milllen Distribution , and $11 BillionGeneral Plant. "is, of source , is offset by additions fortransmiesies intersonneetiono between the two systems of $4sillies 3,A 1244 through i22a.

1et^ /11 • tesww^s nw.1...^^.

Pacific has had an active and expanding ovenosis development
program for several years.
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Page No. 3 of 10
Witness : T. D. Nord

While this program has been successful , the nature of the
service territory limits its competitiveness for projects.

A larger and more diverse service territory rill sake the
combined companies sere competitive for such projects than
Pacific alone.

There are significant economies of scale in economic develop-
ment activities. The combined companies will be able to market
more than twice the geographic area for about a $0 percent
increase in ex enditures.

UNNL is just starting its economic development program. The
merger W

i
ll allow them to avoid Best of the start-up and

learning curve expenses usually associated with a now program.

Pacific has established a specific set of economic development
goals ( see Attachment 1). These were set Using the results of
the Company • $ 20woluae Target Industry Study, combined with an
empirical evaluation of known opportunities . These goals are
being further refined with the site leonosic *valuation Data
lase ( SLID) also developed by the Company.

In order to develop a preliminary assessment of economic
development benefits of the merger , Pacific reviewed its own
analysis and research. Discussions have been held with UPlL
sarketinq personnel regarding the potential for economic
development in their service territory.

An assessment of economic development benefits was made Jointly

specificiassuaptionnsd,
Utah

molt Important his^tafter a sasp
up' period the added economic development potential of the Utah
Power service territory after the merger is roughly proportion-
ate to that of Pasitis s (see Attachment 3).

After the merger is ssmplete the asbined companies will
ntporters $ sesprehensive evaluation of economic development

potential is the current Utah Power service territory*
rill , An all pssbability, dray on the methodology and results
of the Pasitis Power Target Industry and •lID studies.

This ssssssseat includes onl the benefits fros increased
electric sales. It. does mot lude increased tax memos to
eta-to and local lowernment or any of the other positive results
of ecesosis growth and diversitieatiou . result"* !s" these
activities.
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Strarm sorts

Zn the gzoip Welfare plan area , approxiaatelannually in administrative costs Could be saved by
1
Serving withUtah lover

& Liqht. Utah has established mutua insuranceCompanies to administer their Claims , and Pacific ' s Prelisinanalysis indicates that since Utah to Operating on a nett.profitbasis , Pacific could utilise Utahfs services and systems toachieve these savings.

certain contracts Can be reduced in east because of the csabi-nation as well as utilization of systems in place - versusacquiring willanwally. ZRev
zaapleseof these benefits sinclude

seas
the loll ion

• tolisvings
1) ZIK trardvare and -softvare License and ttaintanance

Pacific analysed the enterprise license agrseaent. Theanalysis shored that if Pacific had an additional sitslicense they could save approxisat•ly $1 . 3 million on Saxlicense costa . With Utah Power , the additional site Can beobtained.

2) tree-=MK system foftvare License savingi
The second site license tram cost of the venders is about104 St the base most . Kaintenance (Which is about 20% ofbase lost) Would also decrease by lot . An a raswit, UtahPower as a second site would experience a savings of$400,000.

Utah laver i Light has a staff of in•bsoso attorn to takeears Of their legal issues . The combined companies sin benefitfra tae bstts utilization of this in bouse legal orpertise
! ps

iaq reductions to outside 1 al sasvieos expense.Smt" 3aVs ass approxiaatoly $t siUiou /Nr Year.

sev0r1l sanagosont decisions in the envirensental aria, ifWMAtIO40 appear is blvd the pstantiii to rol M iperaeinqamtes

IZO9O7
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1) PCs : Qtah Power has a program of testing all electricalequipment and replacing any contaminated equipment . over $3Billion Was budgeted for 11$7 and $1 .7 8411iion has been expand.ad through June li47 . When coupled with the testing p=egraa(apprexisatsly Tat of the equipment has been physically tested),a significant savings Gould be accomplished via modificationsto this program.

2) overall management: Pacific Power has, ever the last revT7ears , developed expertise in actively participating in thehandling of potential hazardous waste sites (such as AS andUtah metal ). This active participation role has helped Pacificreduce the overall costs •f its ogras, and w expect similarsuccess can be achieved at Utah sites.

3) other : A complete review of all environmental service ofboth companies is expected to disclose other potential savings.
It is estimated that $3 million in annual savings are possible,given modifications to the aforementioned and perhaps otherprograms.

Combining the casualty and property insurance leverages forUtah Power and Pacific Power will result in a significantreduction in expense (approximately $10.11 Billion a year).This expected reduction is based upon the following assump•.tiers:

1) Pacific Power has discussed adding Utah Paves to itsinsurance programs with its insurance brokers . no incrementalcost for protect and casualty insurance for Utah*& electricoperations will I. approxiaately $f Billisa , without -signifi-cantly impacting the level of coverage tot Pacific or Utah.

This compares with $1i sillier: for property and casualty insur-ance for Utah Pwet In 1117 or a savings of $$ Million (exclud-in, oevssago is Utah's airing operatsse) .

2) I! is astisi*aesd drat the need for ssparata Director andotfissr liability insnranss can be phased out aver the Mn sewyears, thereby saving $3 allliss.

At a Sinus= , it is estimated that the ssshicatLos of Utah
power with laeit, Power will save ap renimatei $1 Billion
through the oiisinalioa of duplicated financial services.

I 908
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Witness:
of 30

P• D. Reed

These services include : ( 1) DKi! and TIRE audit expense; (_)
stockholder s services: and (3 ) investor relations.

Paver fl aei lta iwtsngnea lavI

Power plant maintenance savings of some $2 million per year
result Eros consolidation of functions , sharing of expertise
and use of capabilities developed by one utility at soon
tangible cost , but transferable and beneficial to the other
utility.

/61 . over TtZ lelaric ies

As the server wolves , efficiencies and combination of func-
tions will occur ever time , allowing for a gradual reduction of
manpower based on normal attrition, The attrition sates are
estimated at 30 for Pacific end 1 . 7% tom Utah Power (early
retirement options in 1913 , HIS and 3987 have impacted attri-
tion for the next tow years). The specific areas and job
functions have not been identified--as the merger formally
occurs , teams will be assigned to examine opportunities, and
sake specific recommendations.

The following is a summary of the attrition savings related to
the merger:

L1957 1 ^ -

1987 Saved-Positions 324
Benefits

to anticipation of the merger, Pacific Power elected to not
replace these positions . 'Utah Power also had material manpower
reductions in 1947# however , it appears they would- net be
replaced whether the merger occurs or cot.
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Utah Power a Light Company
Pacific Power a Light company

forecast Attrition
( 1n Millions)
1986-1992

Positions'/ 42 as 44 $2 81

Aecua. Positions 42 127 213, 293 374

Monefits2/ $1.1 $4. 6 $9.3 $14.4 $19.5

Positlons3/ 120 117 113 110 306

Locus. Positions 120 237 350 460. 164

2967 Attrition 0 6.0 $ 6 . 0 $ 6.0 $ 4.0 $ 6.0

Zenefits4/ $ 2.9 $ •.! $11.0 $33.3 $27.8

Total Benefits $ is ice! 2-21. 0 L .$ 133,

Total =ASP. 3,967 £1L2 SLLA A= Ll^2. a

1/ used as 1.7% aumwal attrition sate.
_/ Includes vats, labor everbsads a sodvsti.A is annex office
space sedNSts.OS.

1/ sass" as 3an amoral attrition sits.

V 3sludu rases and employee benefits.

Pcwr Supply benefits are described in detail La.Oir. Steinberg Ia
testimony and lxhibit •.2. The b.nsfits shsws !a this %ins of
^ha exhibit, h v vs, exclude the benefits from reduced genera-
tion and traasaiasien senstruction included in that testimony.
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txhibit No. $.1
withesss D.P. Steinbe:c

1

I$td"ato0 Pevw? I.%Iy =avi"gs tI'I+ Nel+?
wwa a Ds sis)

1900 1!0! t!!0 t !!1 t!!2

1.0
(j) Nat

T

•

rafl$t 8Wr+ CapeY
44.2

10.7 02 .4 20.0 40.2

(2 Not Power Coil Savtnps
0 it 7

(3) Total

•S

i

14.9 20 .2 00.0 no.
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stipulation
Dthibit 3

i1ee2n22end Caeita l g^fiai ti ea^

Mai or 2121al

1. Total Project cost to exceed $2,000,000 In 2Lroct
Cost.

2. Generally . the duration to for more than ene budget
year.

3. Executive Council or Budget Committee to have
discretionary authority to classify specific projects
as major . regardless of dollar value or duration of
the project.
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UTAH POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

Response to Division of Public Utilities
Information Request No. 8

Case No. 87-035-27

Prepared by: Robert R. Dailey

Date : January 13, 1988

Request No. 128:

In response to Utah Division of Public Utility data requestnumber 9.g., it was stated that any proposed transfer
pricing policy developed will not violate the terms of theThird District Court's Order . Please provide a copy of thatOrder and explain its relevance to the transfer pricing
policy.

Response No. 128:

See Attachment OPU-128 for a copy of the'Third DistrictCourt ' s Order . This order affirms the Company ' s position
regarding competitive bidding , etc., to the degree there maybe involvement with PaicfiCorp ' s subsidiaries, these
policies will be adhered to.

STATE OF-UTAH )

ss
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

Orrin T. Colby, Jr., being duly sworn deposes and says:

That he is the Controller at Utah Power & Light Company,that he has read the foregoing response and knows the contentsthereof and that the same is true to the best of his knowledgeand belief.

Orrin T. Ca&by, Jr.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _Q= day of

My Commission Expires:

tart' j§Vblic Rest ng at:
t La County, Utah

1988.
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR

SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF SPECIAL SALT LAKE : CONSENT OF UTAH POWER &
COUNTY GRAND JURY 1986 TERM LIGHT COMPANY TO ENTRY OF

: FINAL JUDGMENT AND PERMANENT
: INJUNCTION

M 86-11

1. The Judges of the Third Judicial District Court i n and for

Salt Lake County convened a special Grand Jury on January 6, 1986 for

the purpose , in e a ia, to investigate public offenses relating to

the Utah Power & Light Company.

2. Rodney G . Snow, Larry R. Kellar and Peter. Stirba have been

appointed as special counsel to the Special 1986 Salt Lake County

Grand Jury by the Attorney General of the State of Utah.

3. The Utah Supreme Court an September 23, 1986 appointed

Messrs . Snow and K*11er , pursuant to Article V111, Section 16 of the

Utah Constitution , as prosecutors oro teorS to prosecute any cases

initiated by the Salt Lake County Special Grand Jury and to handle as

public prosecutors any other matters related to the Special Grand Jury

that require the powers of a public prosecutor.

4. limos March 1981, the Grand Jury has been investigating,

inter &Zia alleged public offenses relating to the'Utah Power & Light

Company.

1448



5. The Grand Jury, special prosecutors , and other appr:;-.a_,

government agencies have become aware of certain abuses and ne-f=:-

ciencies that have occurred over the last several years at Utah page:

Light Company.

6. The special prosecutors have determined , and with the advice

and approval of the 1984 Salt Lake County Special Grand Jury, that it

is in the public interest to have the attached permanent injunct=oz

entered by the Court.

7. The 1986 Special Grand Jury has determined to issue no

indictments as and against Utah Power a Light Company as a corporate

entity and will not recommend to any other governmental agency that

the Company be indicted or charged.

8• Except for the determination with regard to Utah Power i

Light set forth in paragraph 7, the Grand Jury shall continue its

investigation consistent with the. call order of the Grand Jury.

9. The Utah Power & Light Company , through its Board of,

Directors , without admitting any wrong doing , admits personal and

subject matter j urisdiction , and hereby consents to the entry of the

Final Judgment of Permanent Injunction in the form annexed hereto.

10. Utah Powr 4 Light Company , through its Board of Directors,

hereby waivers

(a) The lilinq, of a complaint or formal chargest and

(b) The entry of findings of fact and conclusions of law;

and

-2-
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(c) Any right of appeal from or challenge to *_-e

Judgment annexed hereto.

11. Utah Power & Light Company through its Board of Direc_.:5
has entered into this Consent freely, voluntarily and of their own

accord.

12. Utah Power i Light Company understands and agrees that t ,-e

Final Judgment is in settlement of certain 1986 Special Grand Jury

matters and does not bar any other independent , civil, criminal or

administrative action by other appropriate authorities or persons.

13. The Grand Jury, special counsel and the Board of Directors

of Utah Power & Light Company believe that the implementation of the

Consent Judgment by the Company, the Public Service Commission, the

Division of Public Utilities, and the Court will assist in assuring

the integrity of the future operations of the Company to the benefit

of the customers and the employees of the Company . The Grand Jury

believes that it is in the public interest of the people of the State

of Utah. to have a soundly operated, efficient and independently

managed electric utility.

14. The Grand Jury , special counsel and the Company are in hopes

that the implementation and enforcement of this Consent Decree and the

rules as they are adopted by the Public Service Commission, will

prevent a reamsrence of those, alleged abuses and practices which gave

rise to the coavenin9 of the Special Grand Jury, and the turmoil which

has engulfed the Company the last several months.

-3-
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,N THE T3IRD J:O:C:AL DISTRICT COURT :N ANN : CR

SALT LAKE COUNTY , STATE OF UTAH

:v THE MATTER OP SPEC':AL SALT - LAKE FINAL JUDGMENT OF PERMANENTCOUNTY GRAND JURY . 986 TERM INJUNCTION AS AND AGAINST
UTAH POWER & LIGHT C?MPANY

M 86-11

Based on the Petition of Utah Power a Light Company and _-e

special prosecutors, the Consent of Utah Power & Light, and wi.tn _r.e

approval of the 1986 Special Salt Lake County Grand Jury, the Cou:_

enters its ORDER OF PEMANRN? INJUNCTION:

1. To promote competition and prevent allegations of collue on,

Utah Power a Light Company and its affiliates over which the Company

has control, including its captive insurance companies , effective

June 7, 1987, shall (a) competitively bid any and all contracts in

excess of $10, 000.00 , excluding professional service contracts , sita-

tions of an emergency nature , or any exclusion subsequently and

specifically approved by the Public Service Commission in the public

interest, (b) standardize its competitive bidding procedures and (c)

submit. to. the Public Service Cooission for adoption as. rules, or as

an enforceable order , such standardized competitive bidding procedures

to govern the bidding pcactjCes and procedures of the Power Company

the future.

said rulae or enforceable order shall be reviewed and evaluated

by this Court, the Public Service Commission , the Division of Public

Utilities, and the Attorney General , and may be modified by the Public

14490



Service Commission pursuant to Its authority as deemed n e_es3a:
the public interest . Said procedures , practices and proposed r.:_es ::
Order shall be submitted to this Court , the Division of ?'.; t
-tilltzes and the Public Service Commission on or before June 1, .387

consistent w:th t:. s settlement in Case No. 84 -035-12 before the Puol.c
Service Commission . The Public Service Commission is encouraged _c

review and adopt said bidding practices and procedures as enforceable

rules, or as an enforceable order , as soon as is practicable. Tie

Public Service Commission and the Division of Public Utilities are

encouraged to oversee the competitive bidding practices and procedures

to determine if the rules are being followed as adopted . This Court

shall retain enforcement and supervisory authority over the implementa-

49

tion of the bidding rules by Utah Power a Light Company, subject to
the primary jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission as provided

by law.

2. The Utah Power a Light Company , with the submission of Its

competitive bidding practices or within the -next ninety ( 90) days,

shall propose to. the Public service Commission, with a copy to be

filed with this Court . a rule or enforceable order for the establish-

ment of audit procedures of vendors (contract administration) who now

or in the future 207 60 business with the Company . Such rule or order

shall require otah pang Light to include in its purchasing can-

tracts a prowisioa which requires vendors to be subject to an audit by

Utah Power a Light when the Company has reason to believe that a fraud

may have been perpetrated upon the Company . Such rule or order shall

2-
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also require the Company co consider including

lb performance audit provision where appropriate.

I n .=s :^.^,_:3--a

0 V3. The Utah rower & LI.-ht Company with .he submission o.

-

competitive bzdd.nq procedures or within the next ninety (9o)

shall submit to the Public Service Commission , with a coot' t:;-_;
Court, a proposed rule or enforceable order prohibiting g.f_s
gratuities by the Company , its officers , directors , agents
employees to any of its vendors , government officials or others and
prohibiting the acceptance by officers, directors , agents and" :j:
employees of gifts or gratuities by vendors or others doing business
with the Utah Power a Light Company . The rule or order shall provide
for sanctions as deemed appropriate by the Public Service Commission
which shall include termination in appropriate cases where any
employee , officer or director violates such policy.

4. The Utah Power a Light Company shall immediately cause an
audit of each of its 'captive' insurance companies ( Energy Mutual
Insurance Company = Electric . Mutual Insurance Company , Electric Llee
Insurance Company , and Intermountain Mutual Insurance Company ) includ-
ing an audit of claims performance and shall Cause such companies to
pay to the Company all costs , including overhead attributable to t.".e
operation Chic insurance companies. with respect, to the ' capti.ve*
insurance emepamiea , Utah Power a Light is hereby ordered to bill its
captive insurance companies for any and all costs and overhead charged
to the rate payers but not yet paid by the captive insurance companies
or otherwise covered by the settlement in Case No. 84-035-12 before

-3-
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the Public Service Commission . Within thirty (30 days a!-.e: e:--
audit is complete , Utah Power & Light Company shall pcov::: e ;-^

• Division of Public Utilities with a cony of each audit for review.

5. Within forty- five (45) days , the Board of Directors o: :-e
Ctah Power i Light Company shall establish an office of ombudsman witn
the responsibility and obligation of receiving and investiyat;-;
complaints and suggestions from Company officers, employees , vendors
dealing with the Company , and the public , concerning any activity cf
the Company or its employees , officers , or directors . The ombudsman
shall immediately report suspected criminal activity to all appro-
priate government officials and shall file a monthly report of all
suspected criminal activity and other complaints with the audit com-
mittee of the Board of Directors . The ombudsman shall submit annually
a report to the Board of Directors of all activities of the office of
ombudsman . The individuals holding this position shall be independent
of management and shall be responsible directly and only to,the Board
of Directors.. The first such ombudsman appointed shall be approved 5y
the Third Judicial District Court . The name and qualifications of the
first such ombudsman shall be submitted to the Third Judicial Distric%

Court within thirty (30) days of the date hereof . The Company shall

establish a rrittem pelioy,witbin sixty (60) days to protect Company

employees vim lilt complaints and/or suggestions with the ombudsman

from recrimination. A copy of that policy shall be lodged with this

Court when proposed . The anonymity of any employee filing. a complaint

shall be maintained if requested by the employe.

-4-
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6. Within five ( 5) days of this Order , the Company
• encourage in writing all of its employees to disclose suspected ^._._

nal conduct injuring the company to the Grand jury or its a4ents.
Company employee contacting the 1986 Special Grand Jury shat; :e
subject to recrimination or sanction by the company . Any con=any
employee may do so without advising Company officials or iawyer3,
although they may do so if they so choose freely.

7. Within ninety ( 90) days , Utah Power & Light Company snail
disband its political action committee ( s), state and federal. he
Company shall refrain from engaging in any organized or company
sponsored solicitation of funds for political candidates or political
parties from its officers and employees . The Company may offer the
general suggestion that employees support candidates or political

• parties of their own free choice in a manner similar to the rights and
responsibilities of any other citizens. Tlse Company shall not
directly or indirectly make or cause to be made any political contri-
butions to any political candidate or party for the next seven (7)
years. Thereafter , the Company shall not make or cause to be made
contributions to any political party or candidate , state or federal,
except through a l40fR1 y constituted PAC. This provision shall not
in any way limit thn rights. of any officer, director or employee of
Utah Point a Light Company to support any political candidate, party.
campaign or caoae. lowever , the Company is enjoined from reimbursing
or allarinq the expensing of campaign or political contributions ty
officers, directors, agents and employees.

5-
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8. The Cart shall 'naintaa,n supervisory and e nszr_e-.e--
authority at the instance of the Attorney General for the state
Ctah and/' or the parties hereto.

DA.MD this day of , 1987.

BY THE COURT:

Cott ani,e 3
Presidinq Judge

-6-
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•

DATED this LLL day of

UTAH POWER a LIGHT COMPANY

E. Allan Hunter
Chairman of the Board

4y

lr

-can . o room . Attorney
for Utah Power & Light Company

-4-

1987.

1986 SPECIAL SALT LADE COUNTY
GRAND JURY

R nay . Sn w, Pros%cutor -?Co
Tem ore and Special Counsel

Approved by the 1984 Special
Salt Lake County Grand Jury

By, ) , 1U 6,41 y '&" L

jaft O ion• oreperaon
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APPENDIX 3

ENI maintains separate offices , personnel, and

operations . This.is not anticipated to change as a result of

the merger.

UP&L has obtained approval from its commissions for a

leasing subsidiary but that subsidiary has not commenced

operation at this time.

UP&L does bid its maintenance at the various power

plants . NESCO , a subsidiary of PacifiCorp, has been awarded

some competitively bid power plant maintenance service con-

tracts.

PC/UP&L Merging Corp . responds to 9.a through 9.k as

follows:

a.1. A list of direct corporate subsidiaries for
PacifiCorp is provided as Attachment 9.a.,- which is available
for inspection and copying . with the exception of some produc-
tion plant maintenance service provided by North American
Energy Services Company (NESCO ), there are no business transac-
tions between UP&L and Pacific ' s subsidiaries.

a.2. Sea Answer to Data. Request 9.a.l.

a. Th & following represents Pacific Power ' s current
transfer pricing policy relative to goods and services sold to,

or pursed from, an affiliated company:

If subsidiaries use electric utility facilities,

Pacific Power believes the utility should be reimbursed at
prices which make electric customers better off than they would
have been before the transaction was entered into.

-56-
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When an electric utility transfers property to an
affiliate , Pacific Power believes the utility should be reim-
bursed at the property ' s market value in cases where the
property is to be used in ventures not involving the electric
utility.

In cases where the property will be used to provide
service to the electric utility, the reimbursement should equal
the original cost depreciated value of the property.

Each subsidiary should be capable of operating

independently , with , or without , business from the electric
utility.

Pacific Power uses the lower of cost , or market, as
the transfer price for goods and services sold by an affiliate
to the utility. Such costs include a return on the affiliate's
investment (attributable to utility sales ) no greater than the
most recently authorized utility rate of return . Also , a fully
loaded cost, including all overheads and the utility authorized
return , is used to cost any goods or services provided by the
utility to an affiliate.

4.1. Transact ,ons between Pacific Power and affili-
ates are priced. air outlined in Answer to Data Request 9.c.
Pacific currently has an annual reporting requirement to the
Oregon Public Utility commission relative to affiliated inter-
est transactions. A complete copy of our most recent report
(1985 transactions) is marked as Attachment 9.d.(A) and is

-57-
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Sidney G . Baucom
Thomas W. Forsgren
Edward A. Hunter, Jr.
1407 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84140
Telephone : ( 801) 220-4250

Attorneys for Utah Power &
Light Company

Robert S. Campbell
Gregory B. Monson
Watkiss & Campbell
310 South Main Street
Twelfth Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 363-3300

George M. Galloway
Stoel Rives Boley Jones &
Grey

Suite 2300
900 S.W. Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Telephone: (503) 224-3380

Attorneys_ for PCLUP&L
Merging Corp.

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION
OF UTAH POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, )
AND PC/UP&L MERGING CORP. (TO BE ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
RENAMED PACIFICORP) FOR AN ORDER
AUTHORIZING THE MERGER OF UTAH )
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY AND
PACIFICORP INTO PC/UP&L MERGING ) Case No. 87-035-27
CORP. AND AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE )
OF SECURITIES, ADOPTION OF TARIFFS,)
AND TRANSFER OF CERTIFICATES OF )
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY )
AND AUTHORITIES IN CONNECTION )
THEREWITH.

I hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Applicants' Post-Hearing Brief by placing
the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid to the
following, this 3rd day of June, 1988:

Raymond W. Gee
330 South Third East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Donald B. Holbrook
Calvin L . Rampton
Ronald J. Ockey
1500 First Interstate Plaza
170 South Main
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

Michael Ginsberg
Assistant Attorney General
State Capital Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Sandy Mooy
Assistant Attorney General
State Capital Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
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A. Wally Sandack, Esq.
Attorney at Law
370 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Alice Ritter Burns
Cedar City Attorney
110 N. Main Street
P.O. Box 249
Cedar City, Utah 84720

Michael S. Gilmore
Lori Mann
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Public Utilities
Commission

Statehouse Mail
Boise, Idaho 83720

Chris L. Engstrom
Snow , Nuffer , Engstrom &
Drake

Washington City Attorney
90 East 200 North
St. George , Utah 84770

Stephen Randle
Ungricht, Rnadle & Deamer
520 Boston Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Dale A. Kimball, Esq.
Gary A. Dodge, Esq.
Kimball, Parr, Crockett &
Waddoups
185 South State Street
P.O. Box 11019
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147

David Christensen
Assistant Attorney General
State Capital Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

F. Robert Reeder, Esq.
Val R. Antczak
Parsons , Behle & Latimer
185 So . State Street, Suite 700
P.O. Box 11898
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0898

Myrna J. Walters, Secretary
Idaho Public Utitlities
Commission

Statehouse Mail
Bosie, Idaho 83720

Paul T. Morris
West Valley City Attorney
I. Robert Wall
2470 South Redwood Road
West Valley, Utah 84119

James A. Holtkamp
Van Cott, Bagley, Cronwall &
McCarthy
50 South Main, Suite 1600
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145

Richard W. Giauque, Esq.
Gregory P. Williams, Esq.
Gary F. Bendinger, Esq.
Giauque, Williams, Wilcox &
Bendinger
500 Kearns Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

Lynn W. Mitton, Esq.
Attorney at Law
8722 South 300 West
Sandy, Utah 84070

Donald R. Allen, Esq.
John P. Williams, Esq.
Duncan, Allen & Mitchell
1575 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Charles M. Darling, IV
J. Patrick Berry
Sheryl S. Hendrickson
Baker & Botts
555 West 13th Street, N.W.
Suite 500 East
Washington, D.C. 20004-1104

Roger Cutler
Salt Lake City Attorney
324 South State
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Jay Bowcutt
Nucor Steel
P.O. Box 488
Plymouth, Utah 84330

Fredric D. Reed George M. Galloway, Esq.
Senior Vice President Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey
Pacific Power & Light Company Attorneys at Law
902 SW Sixth Avenue 900 SW Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204 Portland, Oregon 97204

Robert Campbell, Esq.
Watkiss & Campbell
Attorneys at Law
310 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

84101-2171

Peter J.P. Brickfield
Jill M. Barker
Ritts, Brickfield & Kaufman
Suite 915
Watergate 600 Building
Washington, D.C. 20037-2474

James Fell, Esq.
Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey
Attorneys at Law
900 SW Fifth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

Andrew W. Buffmire, Esq.
Williams P. Schwartz, Esq.
Hansen & Anderson
50 West Broadway, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101


